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Young Wild West Hunting For Grizzlies
OR, A LIVELY TIME IN THE ROCKIES
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Young Wild West in Vi r ginia
City.
It was a crisp morning in the fall of the year.
The foliage was beg inning to take on a yellowish tinge, and h igher up on the r ange the scrub
oaks were already losing their leaves. Such was
the scene that Young Wild ·West and his fr iends
looked upon a s they came out of the leading hotel
of Virginia City, Montana, one morning a few
years ago, when the vast territory hnown a s the
Wild West was far , less advanced than at the
p resent. The dashing Boy Hero, . who had won
the title of Champion· Deadshot of the West by
defeating all comers, and had made a name for
himself by his skill and courage and daring exploits, had drifted up to the N or thwest j ust for
the purpose of hunting up a little excit ement in
that part of the Rockies.
It is hardly necessary to say who his companions were, but for the benefit of those who may
not have followed the adventures of our hero closely, we will state that they were his two partners,
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and Jim Dart, a
Wyoming boy of about his own age; Anna, the
t!Cout's wife; Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of
D art, and Arietta Murdock, the pretty goldenhaired maiden who was generally known a s You ng
Wild West's sweetheart. We might add that Hop
Wah, the Clever Chinee, and his brother Wing
were with the party, as usual; the former in the
capacity of man-of-all-w?rk, and t he l_atter as t_h e
old reliable cook. In their fancy huntmg and r;ding suits our friends surely p resent~d a dashi_ng
and picturesue appearance. At the time of which
we write, Virginia City was not much of a..place.
Mines had been opened, and there was quite a
bustle going on, but the population was rather
limited, like the most of the little t owns that had

sprung u p in that section of the country. It was
past seven o'clock, so nearly every man who
worked was already at his labors. But t here were
a few 'loiterers hanging around the hotel, and
they watched our hero and his friends with no
little interest.
Wild, as the boy was called by his friends and
acquaintances, nodded as he looked up at t he
towering mountains.
"It seems to me that there ought t o be some
grizzlies up that way, Charlie," he remarked, as
he turned to the scout.
·
" J est what I was thinkin', Wild," came t he
quick reply. "Sinee we didn't come up here for
anything in particular, why can't we have a grizzly hunt? I'll jest ask ther boss of this ranch if
many grizzlies is seen around here at this time
of ther year."
"I'll go in the bar-room with you, Charlie and
we will soon find out what sort of hunting gr~u nds
there are in this part of the Rocky Mountains."
"Wild," said Jim Dart, just then, "the girls
want to go over to the post-office, so I think I
will go with them. You and Charlie can get all
the information you need, and I will take care of
the girls."
"All r ight, Jim," and the young deadshot
laughed, for he knew quite well that Eloise Gardner always wanted her young lover close to her
no matter whether they wern in a town or in th~
wilds of t he mountains or desert.
But Eloise was rather timid, since she had been
,born and rear ed well toward the East. If she had
been like Arietta she would hardly have known
what f ear was, f or Young Wild West's sweetheart
was a true Wyoming girl, and had been taught
t o u se firearms as soon as she was able to hold
a revolver up with her two hands. But it was
a case of necessity, for it was then that the
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Sioux were making so much trouble for the white and easy way he was famous for, "don't get exsettlers throughout all Wyoming and other parts cited over it. That's a pretty hard word to call
as well, and it required much skill and courage any one. I'robably the bartender is simply joking
to keep them oft. 'l'he scout's wife was not a with you. You shouldn't get riled at every little
native of the West, but since she had married thing that is said."
"I ain't got riled, Young Wild West,'' was the
Charlie, she had gradually become used to the
ways of the West, and she was now able to hit a quick retort. "I ain't no bragger, either, but I'll
bull's-eye at three hundred yards fou~ times out bet a round of drinks that 1 kin shoot jest as
straight as you kin."
of five.
"I won't ooptragict your statement. Perhaps
Young Wild West nodded to Jim_ Dart, and
then as the girls turned to walk towa1·d the store you can. I believe there are plenty of men and
in which the post-office was located, he followed boys who can shoot as well as I can. Why
the scout around t-o the bar-room of the hoteL shouldn't there be? Every one has the same
Pour rough-looking men, who were of the sort chance, and if they practice a great deal, they
who seldom work unless they are forced to, were ought to become perfect."
"Perf~ct, eh? Maybe you're perfect."
standing near the door, and they all nodded in a
"I won't claim that.' '
respectful manner and moved aside so the two
"See here," spoke up the .scout, disgustedly,
m ight pass.
"vV ell, boys,'' said our hero, nodding to them and "you're a big bluffer, Butts. What's ther use of'
smiling, "you have nothing to do this morning, I shootin' off your jaw in this way, when them
what's standin' around an' knows yer putty well
see.''
·
"They ain't payin enough wages ter suit me," _ is laughin' at yer?"
"Who's laughin' at me?" and the -fellow turned
one of them answered. "I don't believe in workin'
for five dollars a day, when others is gittin' as and looked sharply at the three men who had
_ been standing with him when our hero and the
.
much as ten an' fifteen."
"Is that so? You would rather lie around and scout started for the bar-room.
They were all laughing, sure enough, and this
do nothing, then. Is that it?"
"I sartinly would, Young Wild West. I ain't angered Butts so much that he put on a fighting
never starved yet. Why, I kin make enough attitude right away.
"Is there any one here as says I never shot a
money in a week by hunti:h' ter last me a whole
grizzly'!" he cried, as he stepped out a little and
·
month.''
gave his trousers a hitch.
"ls the hunting pretty good al'ound here?"
"Oh, shut up, Butts!" one-of the men retorted.
"Not jest right around here it ain't. ,B ut I
reckon if yer ride up tj1l'ough ther mountains for "Don't make a fool of yourself. Don't yer know
a couple of days, you'll find plenty ter shoot at. that Young Wild West is ther Champion Dead.
There's catamounts in plenty, an' now an' then a shot of . the1· West?''
"Huh! How do I know that? I never seen
grizzly kin be got, if a feller knows how ter git
him. Ther pelts of ther catamounts is worth him do no shootin'."
"Take it easy, Butts," our hero said, nodding to
considerable, an' I reckon you know what a good
him. "Come on in and have a cigar. The first
grizzly skin will bring."
"I have some idea. Have you ever shot a griz- thing you know you'll lose your temper, and then
some one will upset you. You don't want anyzly?"
thing like that to happen, do you?"
.
"Lots of 'em."
"Upset me!" 1·oarecLthe fellow, now thoroughly
Young Wild West smiled as he looked him over
angered. "There ain't a man in a mile of here as
·
from head to foot.
"You don't look it, my friend," he said coolly. kin do that. Jest look at me I I'm all bone an!
"I would never take you for a man who has shot muscle, an' I kin lick any seven men as ever put
up their fists.''
a grizzly bear."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth
"Huh!" and the fellow turned to his companions. "What do yer think of that, boys? Young when Cheyenne Charlie made a gTab and caught
Wild West must think I don't know how ter handle him by the collar of his shirt with his left hand.
Then with his right he seized his trousers where
a rifle 01· a bowie.''
"Well, I reckon he thinks jest about right, they hung rather loosely, and picked him up
bodily: A quick swing, and Butts went flying
then.''
This came from the man who was in charge of through the doorway, ·landing upon all fours on
the bar-room, and there was a broad grin on his the floor:
"What did you do that for?" he asked, rather
face as he appeared in the doorway.
"No one asked you ter say anything, Jerry," the mildly, as he got upon his ' feet and l-0okecl at
,
the scout.
boasting man called out, _sharply. , ·
then, I
"Now
reply.
the
was
fun,"
for
"Jest
it
"but
reply,
"I know that, Butts,'' was the
sorter makes me sick ter -hear you braggin' ter want you ter tell ther truth. Did you ever shoot
.
folks what comes ~round here of .ther g1·izzlies you a grizzly, or didn't you?"
As Charlie asked the question he whipped out a_
have .shot. I've never heard any one say that yer
ever shot one in your life. But I did hear a man revolver and placed the muzZ'le of i.t within a
say that you come putty nigh gittin' hugged by a few inches of the man's nos.e.
. "Hold on, mister! That thing might go oft',"
wounded bear once, an' that yer dropped your gun
c1·ied Butts, in alarm, as he darted back against
an' run for your life."
·
"Whoever said that is a liar!" exclaimed Hutts, the little bar.
But Charlie followed him up and pushed the
.
angrily.
"Hold on, my friend," Wild said, in the cool muzzle of his gun against his nose.
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"Now then, answer me. Did yer ever shoot a
grizzly?"
"No, I didn't. I was jest sayin' that for fun."
"Oh, all right, then," and t]1e gun dropped. into
the holster as quick as a flash .
Jerry, the bartender, broke into a fit of laughter, and the other three men, who--had come in to
see the fun, joined in. No doubt Butts felt pretty
sore over what had happened, but he took it very
peacefully. The scout had certainly taken the
starch out of him, and he was now a s meek as a
lamb.
"Let us have some cigars-the best you have
in the house," our hero said, as he tossed a tendollar gold-piece upon the bar. "I r eckon these
fellows feel like smoking thi s morning. I don't
drink anything strong myself, nor do I ever intend to. No doubt they would like to have some
liquor, but this time they are going to take cigars.
Isn't that right, boys?" and he turned and nodded
to the four.
"A cigar for me;Y- one of them answered
quickly.
.
· "Me, too," came the retort .from the others,
and then the bartender laughed again, and put
out a box of cigars. When Wild had received his
change and they were all pulling away, he turned
to Butts and said:
"Now then, just tell us something about the
grizzlies that are to be found in the mountains
up this way. I have a strong notion of going
hunting for them for a few day s."
"Well, I may as well tell ther truth about it,"
was the reply, while the man smiled in a sickly
way. "I ain't got no use of it. I'm putty sartin
there's plenty ter be found in these parts, it
yer hunt for 'em in ther right way. But they're
mighty dangerous animals ter g·o after. A bullet
has got ter fetch one jest right ter lay him low.
If you should happen ter wound him an•- git a
little close t~ him, he'll sartinly put an end to
yer. That's what I know about grizzlies. Th~re's
Abe Paterson, who is an old hunter an' a guide.
He makes a business of shootin' all kinds of
game that's worth anything, an' he sometimes
takes out people what wants ter go huntin'. He
left here yisterday mornin' with a tenderfoot
from somewhere ther other side of ther Missis11ippi. Ther tenderfoot had plenty of mone y, an'
he agreed ter give Abe a good price for doin' it.
They struck out to ther northeast, an' you kin bet
that when Abe comes back there will be two or
three grizzly skins with him, all right. He generally gives a man his money's worth when he
takes him out, yer know."
"That's right," Jerry, the bartender, spoke up.
"Butts is tellin' yer ther truth about that, Young
Wild West. Abe Paterson is an old hand at ther
business. When he comes back with ther tenderfoot, you kin bet they'll have somethin' ter show
for it."
"I reckon if we struck out we would come back
with somethin' ter show for it, too," Cheyenne
Charlie observed, with a grin. "I've killed a few
grizzlies in my time, so I know just what it is."
It was just then that a big man weighing over
two hundred and fifty pounds, who had a very
red face and wore an undershirt without sleeves,
ahowing up a pair of arms that were big and
muscular, entered and paused before those in the
l,arroom.
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"Hello, Growler!" Butts called out, his face
brightening up. "You're jest ther man I want ter
see. This is Young Wild West an' one of his
pards. Maybe you have heard of 'em."
"I reckon I have," was the retort, in a growling
sort of voice, which no doubt caused him to have
the nickname of Growler. "But I don't care nothin' about them. I'm in a bad humor this mornin'.
I jest got discharged over at ther smeltin' works,
an' that ain 't likely ter make a man feel good.
I ain't got no mone y, Jerry," and he turned
to the bartender, "but I've got ter have some
liquor. I can't git my pay till this afternoon."
"Well, Growler, I'm mi ght y sorry," was Jerry's
reply. "You know what ther boss said. Your bill
is so big that yer can 't have no more till you have
settled."
"I can't, eh? Where's ther boss?"
"He ain't got up yet."
"Blamed if I won't wake him up mighty soon,
if you don't put out some tanglefoot."
As he said this the big man brought his fist
upon the bar with such force as to make the
bottles and glasses jingle.
"There ain't no use in makin' any h·ouble here
this mornin', Growler," said Jerry, showing that
he was rather uneasy. "I've got ter act accordin'
to ther boss' orders. If Butts has got any money,
he kin treat yer. I'll let yer have all ther stuff
yer want, so long as ther money is put down on
ther bar for it."
"I ain't got a cent to my name," Butts declared.
"You know that, too, Jerry."
"Yes, I sorter knowed it/I was the reply. "It's
mig hty seldom you ever do have any money.
You're too lazy ter work, an' you jest hang
around ter ketch what drinks you kin."
"So I don't git no drink, then?" the big man
asked, glaring at Jerry.
"I can't go ag'in ther boss' orders."
"Yer won't trust me till I git paid this afternoon'!"
"I can't do it."
"All right, then. I've lost my job, an' I don't
care what happens ter me. I'll jest wreck this
here place. Here she goes!"
He reached over and seizing the back of the
bar, he gave a sudden pull, and almost succeeded
in tearing it from the floor.
"Stop that!" shouted the bartender, and suddenly he grabbed a revolver from a shelf and
pointed it at the rascally fellow. "You do that
ag'in an ' I'll shoot you! "
"Yer will , eh?" was the quick 1·eply, and with
wonderful quickness the big man struck the
weapon from Jerry's hand.
Then he caught him by the arm and pulled him
over the bar as easil y as though he had been a
little child. He was in the act of giving him a
kick when something happened. Young Wild
West quickly seized him by the collar, and with
a quick jerk whirled him around and sent him
back upon the bar.
"Hold on, my friend!" Wild said, coolly. "This
is not fair. That man is simply carrying out the
orders of his boss, and you hav~ no right to lay
hands on him."
"What's that?" roared the angered ruffian,
looking at the boy in amazement. "You dare ter
interfere with me? Why, I'll make mince-meat
of you in a jiffy."
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, "No, you won't. I am not in the habit of having such things done to me a s t hat. No v you
just take it easy, and you will be all the better
for it."
The big man towered above the young deadshot, his face convulsed with anger. It surely
seemed as though he could make good his threat,
but Young Wild West now stepped bark and folding his arms across his breast looked him squarely in the eyes.
"If you attempt to Jay hands on me I will
knock you down, you b;g brute!" he exclaimed.

CHAPTER II.-Growler Is Easily Disposed Of.
The man called Butts was grinning with delight when he saw Growler getting ready to annihilate Young Wild West. He was a little astonished, however, when he saw the big ruffian, and the expression on his face told Butts
that there might be a surprise in store for him.
"Growler," said he, speaking rather mildly,
"didn't yer hear ther kid say if you touched )1im
he would knock yer down ? "
"You shet up!" roared Cheyenne Char lie, "or
ther first thing you kno~ I'll chuck you outside."
"I heard what he said," Growler answered, as
he drew a long breath. "At first I didn't know
if it could "be possible that he would say sich_ .a
thing. But it's all right. I hate to hurt ther
little whippersnapper, but I s'pose it's got ter be
done. Now then, if you'll stand jest behind me,
I'll chuck him over my head, an' you kin ketch
him, if ver want ter."
Then ·Growler took a couple of steps backward,
hitched his trousers, and spat upon his hands.
Wild never moved, but smiled at him in a tantalizing way. The bartender and the others in
the place seemed to be slightly alarmed, for no
doubt they thought Growler would make quick
work of Young Wild West. He was such a powerful man that if he once got hold of him he could
do about as he pleased with the boy. No one
realized this any better than did our hero. But
the fact was that· he did not mean to let the man
get hold of him. He considered that he was
quick enough to escape that. He watched the
man keenly, and when he saw him getting ready
to spring toward him, he was ready, too. Suddenly Growler let out a roar like that of an
angry bear, and leaping forward, he grabbed with
both hands. But his fingers clutched nothing but
the empty air, for Wild ducked and side-tepped
at the same time, and then before Growler could
recover his balance, Wild struck hard with his
right fist, and caught him upon the back of the
ueck. It was an awful jolt, and the big ruffian
trembled convulsively, while his knees quivered.
It was only a second, and then he dropped upon
his face.
"Charlie, I reckon I gave the base of hi s brain
quite a jar that time," the young deadshot ~aid,
in his cool and easy way. "Well, I told him I
was going to konck him down, so I reckon I have
kept my word. Now then, we will wait till he
gets up and see if he is satisfied."
Butts, whose face was rather pale now, started toward the door, as though he felt it was time
for him to leave.

"Hold on a minute, you measly coyote!"
Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, barring his way.
"Don't you be in a hurry. You jest git back
right where you was, an' wait till this thing has
been settled. Then I'm goin' ter chuck you· out
of ther place, jest for ther fun of it."
"I ain't done nothin'," the boastful rascal retorted.
"Nothin' much, that's sartin. But you do jest
as I say, or I'll do somethin' without waitin' any
longer."
Butts quietly walked back and leaned a,gainst
the bar, while the three who had been standing
outside with him when our friends approached
grinned, as though it tickled them. Growler was
quite a long time in attempting to get up. At
first he got in a sitting posture and rubbed the
back of his neck. Then he looked around in a
dazed sort of way, and finally seeing Wild standing in the center of the room, he made a desperate
effort to get upon his feet, failing and falling
back again.
"I reckon I had better help you, Mr. Growler,"
our hero said, as he stepped forward quickly and
caught h1m by th!! arm. "Now then, up with
you."
The pull he gave forced the man to rise to his
feet. But the boy nimbly got out of his way, for
he did not want to give him the least opportunity
to seize hold of him with his powerful hands.
"Afore we go any further, I want ter know
what yer hit me with, Young Wild West,"
Growler said, not half as angry as he had been
before he was knocked down .
"I did it ·with this," Wild answered, with a
smile, as he clenched his fist and held it up to
view.
"Is that right, Jerry?" and the big ruffian turned to the bartender.
"It sartinly is, Growler," came the reply. "He
give you an awful whack, too. If I'd got that
blow, I'd been dead by this tjme, I'm sartin."
"I don't see how he could have knocked me
down with his fist."
"Maybe you want me to do it again?" our hero
asked, in his cool and easy way.
"I do. Go ahead an' do it."
Be.fore• he could even get up his hands, Wild
struck out straight from the shoulder and caught
him a little under the jaw. Growler's head went
up with almost sufficient force to break his neck,
and then he dropped in a heap.
"Does that satisfy you?" the boy asked, as he
stepped up closer and bent over him.
But it is doubtful if the man heard him. The
boy landed in a very peculiar spot, and only a
man who was well trained to the prize ring could
have withstood it. Growler was not nearly alJ
ha1·d as he looked to be, and he had succumbed
easily.
"Gentlemen," said Wild, nodding to those
1>resent, "I hardly think this fellow will want to
fight any more. I 1·eckon that last one got him.
You might assist him to a chai'r, for he will be
able to sit up presently."
"Shall I help him, Young Wild West?" Butta
asked, as though he feared to do it without the
consent of the boy.
"Certainly. He is your friend, I presume. You
were very glad to see him come in, because yoa
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had an idea he would clean me up in a hurry. Go as angry as he had ever been in his life. But no
matter how strong he is, if he is not quick enough,
ahead and take care of him."
The boastful rascal said nothing to this, but what's the use?"
with the assistance of the others he managed to
"That's it, what's ther use?" Growler spoke up,
get the big man upon a chair, so he could lay his apparently quite mollified now. "I know when
head upon the table. It was fully five minutes I've got enough, an' there ain't no use in havin'
before the defeated rascal could raise his head any more trouble about it. But see here, Sam
sufficiently to enable him to look about. Then he Hatch, how much do I owe yer?"
feebly called for Jeny to fetch him a gl~ss of
"A little over seventeen dollars," ~was th~ re· liquor. This was done, and when he had swal- tort.
lowed it he began to grow better right away.
"I'll pay yer that at three o'clock this after"Jerry," said he, "I reckon I barked up ther noon. That's ther time I'm ter git my money."
wrong tree, as ther sayin' goes. I never would
"I expect "er to pay it. But what's this about
have believed that no sich a kid as that could yer losin' your job?"
have knocked me down. But he done it twice, an'
"I've lost it, but if you would speak a word for
that settles it. I'm willin' ter admit that I don't me, maybe I would get it back again."
know how ter fight, an' I always thought I was
"What made yer lose you1· job?"
ther best that ever was. Let's all have a drink."
"I hit a galoot what wouldn't do what I told
"See here," the bartender r etorted, half an- him ter, an'oroke his arm. Then I got dis1
grily, "what's ther use of you orderin a drink charged. But I wouldn't have left ther place,
when yer ain't got no money? I jest brought that though, if ther foreman hadn't put a gun afore
one to yer 'cause I thought you needed it. That's my face. I didn't have mine with me, so I jest
at my expense. But you can't hang up any more had to quit, that's all. "
here, not until ther boss says so."
"Well, I reckon I ain't got pull enough ter git
"All right; I'll wait till ther boss comes, then.
back, an' I ain't goin' ter try ter, any how.
I reckon he'll be willin' ter wait until I git my yer
You jest git your pay an' fork over ther money
pay this afternoon."
me, an' then keep out of here. If yer
It was just then that the proprietor of the you owe
I'll have yer locked up."
.
establishment appeared. Considerable noise had don't
"I'll pay yer. But let's have a drink now, an'
been made while Wild was taking care of Growler, put
it on ther bill."
and he had been aroused. When he entered the
"Not ter save your life, Growler. Me an' you
room and saw the big fellow sitting in a chair at
a table, he seemed to know right away that he is done."
"All right; I won't pay yer what I owe yer,
was the cause of all the disturbance.
"What's ;going on here?" he demanded, rough- then."
"You git out of here!"
ly, as he turned to the bartender.
As he said this the proprietor of the hotel
"Well, I'll tell yer, Sam. Growler has been
discharged, an' he ain't got his money yet. He seized a heavy chair and threw it deliberately at
wanted meter hang him up for some drinks, an' the man, who was in the act of rising from the
I wouldn't do it. Then through ther help of table. As luck would have it it simply _grazed his
Butts he started a row with Young Wild West. back. But it was quite enough to make Growler
He got ther worst of it, an' -there he is. Didn't understand that his presence was not desired
I do right in not lettin' him have anything with- there, and he ran outside in a hurry. Butts madd
a move to follow him, but once more Cheyenne
out ther money?"
Charlie barred his way.
"You sartinly did."
"See here, you sneaking coyote," the scout said,
"If it hadn't been for Young Wild West, I
a'pose he would have cleaned ther place out afore a dangerous glitter in his eyes, "you know what I
you could have got here. But he didn't stand no promised yer. don't yer?"
"Let me go out," was the reply. "I ain't done
show when they boy once got at him. You oughter
seen how he got knocked down as clean as a nothin', as I told you afore."
"Chuck him out. He ain't no good, either,"
whistle, an' twice, at that."
"So you knocked him down a couple of times, the proprietor spoke up.
der [er, Young Wild West?" the proprietor
"That jest what I told him I was goin' ter do."
aske , looking at our hero as though he could the scout answered, with a grin. "Now then, let
me show yer how nice I kin do it."
hardlv believe it.
"Yes, I reckon I did, Mr. H~tch," for his name
With his left hand he gave the boastful lounger
was Sam Hatch, as the sign· over the door de- a shove that sent him staggering toward the
center of the room.
clared.
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow!" Charlie cried, llnd
"Well, I wish you had knocked his blamed
bead off, that's all I kin say. Growler has always then he sprang forward and seized the man
l>een a nuisance since he's been around here. He's bodily, throwing him over his shoulder.
ther biggest man in ther camp, an' about ther
Another yell, and then Charlie bounded for the
atro~est one, too, I reckon. It don't take much · door, while Butts kicked and swung his hands
for h1m ter scare any one as comes along. But wildly in an endeavor to save himself. But Charhe didn't git hold of yer, did he?"
.
lie knew his business quite well, and as he reached
"Not much. I wasn't going to le! him do that, the door-step he halted as quick as lightning, and
you can bet."
using all his strength, sent the man flying ahead.
"That accounts for it, then. Most likely if he Butts landed on his head and shoulders, and parJ,.ad got a grip on yer he would have broken every tially broke his fall with his hands. He rolled
bone in your body, if he was real 111ad."
over in the dust, and then got ut>On his feet and
•1 have an idea that Growler was just about went :way limping.
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"That means that I, of course, want to be a
"How's that, boss ?" the scout a sked, a s he turnmember of the party," Eloise added with a smile.
ed to the proprietor and grinned.
''Well, then, it's all settled. I'. ~11 Hop and
"Fine," was the reply. "Now then, I reckon
Wing to have everything in readiness so we can
ther house kin afford ter treat."
"Does anybody else here want ter git chucked start out about one o'clock."
The young deaqshot was. not long in finding
out?" Charlie asked, as he looked at the other
loungers.
the cook, and when he had given him instructions
"No, siree," one of them answered. "But we he felt it was hardly necessary to say anything
ain't done nothin' ter make yer chuck us out, more to Hop, as he had already spoken to him.
Mr. Cheyenne."
It was so dull in the town that the time hung
"No, that's right. You ain't in ther habit of rather heavily on their hands for the balance of
<loin' nothin', anyhow, by ther looks of yer: Why the morning, and they were all glad when the
don't yer go ter work an' earn a little money, in- bell rang for dinner. After a hearty meal they
stead of hangin' around waitin' for some one ter sat on the porch a while, and then Hop came
around and informed them that the pack-horses
treat yer?"
"Oh, they won't work," the bartender spoke up, . had been loaded, and he was waiting for further
sneeringly. "They wasn't cut out {or work. orders.
They're just like Butts, only they ain't given ter
"Fetch the horses around in about fifteen
tellin' sich lies an' puttin' up a bluff like he does." minutes," our hero retorted. "I reckon the girls
The three took this without a murmur, for no can get ready in that time."
doubt they were used to such remarks being made
"We will be ready in less than fifteen minutes,
about them. Wild took a soft drink, and the rest Wild! Arietta exclaimed.
had something a little stron,g er.
"You won't have to hurry, then," and the boy
Then the boy turned to the proprietor and looked at his watch and 'found it Jacked but a
a sked him about the grizzly hunting.
few minutes to the hour of one.
"Well," was the reply, "if yer had come a day
In due time the two Chinamen came around,
sooner you could have found out all about it. Old mounted on the bronchos they always rode, and
Abe Paterson went out yisterday with a tender- leading two loaded pack-horses. Then Young
foot pest ter hunt grizzlies. Abe is an expert at Wild West and his partners were not long in
that business, an' he alwa ys comes back with getting their own horses, as well as those besomethin' ter show for ther time he's put in."
longing to the gfrls. Quite a bunch of miners
"So we heard. Well, I reckon we will take a had gathered at, the hotel during the noon hour,
chance at the grizzlies, too. I hardly think there and many of them lingered to have a look at
will be much excitement around here, so we may the dashing young deadshot and his friends. Butts
as well strike out and look for a change."
showed up, too, but nothing was seen of Growler.
"I'd like ter have yer stay here a while, Young As they rode away from the hotel a rousin&'
Wild West, but you know your business best. If cheer followed them.
you feel like riskin' your life foolin' around
Wild remembered the direction he had been told
among grizzlies up in ther mountains, it ain't that the old hunter and the tenderfoot had takeD_t
none of my business."
so he went that way. Once they were out or
sight of the town, they fo\}nd themselves in one
of the wildest parts of the Rocky Mountains.
They continued on until well toward the midCHAPTER !IL-Hop's Redskin Victims.
dle of the afternoon without meeting any one.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie left Then they came upon th ree dirty-looking Indians,
the hotel barroom and went outside. Thev were who were apparently r esting in the shade of a
just in time to see Jim Dar t and the ,g irls coming big oak. The bony horses they had with them
back from the post-office. What had become of and the little they had in the way of outfit told
Growler a nd Butts they did not know, nor did plainly that they were not in very good circumthey care, for that matter, since both were well stances.
"Hello, redskins !" Young Wild West called out,
satisfied that the two men had received all that
a s he brought his sorrel stallion Spitnre to a halt
was coming to them.
"iVell, Jim," said the young deadshot, as Dart near them. "What are you doing here with nothapproached, "I reckon we'll start out right after ing to eat?"
dinner and t ake a little hunting trip in the moun" Have very bad luck, boy," one of them retains. I under st and that t here are quite a few torted, shaking his head and putting on an exgriz,,:lies to be found. It seems that an old expe- pression of sadness. "Go out to hunt and get
rienced hunter named Abe Paterson started out plenty game. But t wo bad white men come along
with a t enderfoot yesterday to give him a good and steal it. No money a nd no firewater. Injuns
time with the grizzlies. I don't know why we very bad off."
can't have a little chal)ge in our regular routine,
"I reckon you can get along without firewater,•
and do a little gr izzly shooting, too."
the boy answered, with a smile. "Which way
"That will suit me a ll right/ wa s the quick did the two bad palefaces go?"
reply.
"That way," and the Indians pointed in the
"Me, too, Wild," Arietta spoke up, her eyes direction out friends were following.
brightening. "I suppose yo~ mean to let us go
"What kind of lookin' feller s was they?" Cheyenne Charlie spoke up .
..-ith you?"
"Of course, Et," was the reply. "That is, unless
"One man with gray hair on his face," and the
Anna and Eloise don't care to."
redskin felt of his cheeks and chin to show that
"Wherever Charlie goes I am not afraid to go," he meant a beard, "and one man plenty dressed
in clothes. They have two horses and a mule, and
th~ scout's wife spoke up, quickly.
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plenty of everything. They tell Injuns that ·if
-they no let them take the game what they shoot
they kill. Injuns- no want to fight, so let them
take it."
"Wild," said Jim, nodding to our hero, "according to the description they are giving of the two
men, they might have been the old hunter and
,
the tenderfoot."
"Thatrs right," was the reply. "They no doubt
refer to them. But you can bet your life that
they were not robbed by Abe Paterson and the
tenderfoot. That pa1·t of it is a lie."
"I think so myself."
"Of course it is," the scout spoke up. "Did
yer ever see an Injun what wouldn't lie?"
"Injun 11() tell lie," declared the spokesman of
the trio. "Me good Injun. Me want firewater."
"Hop," and the scout turned to the clever Chinee, "can't yer fix uu a little tanglefoot for them
three galoots?"
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. Me fixee velly
muchee quickee," was the retort.
The redskins thoroughly tmderstood what was
said, and all brightened up when they found that
the Chinaman was willing to accommodate them.
Wild dismounted, and the rest followed suit. Hop,
whq was as full of mischief as, ever, quietly began making preparations to give the three Indians a surprise. He produced a pint flask from
one of the many pockets his loosefitting blouse
contained, and removing the cork, placed it to his
nostrils.
"Velly goodee tanglefoot, so be," he said, nodding to the redskins.
"Ugh!" said on.e of thein, stepping forward and
reaching out his hand for the fl.ask.
Noticing that they had a ru sty tin cup in their
possession, the Chinaman stepped over and picked
it up. Then he poured just about a swallow of
the liquor which the bottle contained into it.
This he handed to the fellow who was so anxious
to get hold of the flask. The redskin swallowed
it eagerly and smacked his lips.
,
"More," said he, handing ba'c k the cup.
"Waitee lillee while," the clever Chinee re,
torted, with a grin.
Then he· gave the second one a taste, after
which the third was treated in the ·same way.
"Lat velly goodee tanglefoot," Hop declared, as
he put the cork back into the flask and quickly
caused it to disappear under his blouse. The rascally Indians looked at each other disappointedly.
They watched the party until it disappeared from
view around a bend in the rocky trail. They were
much angered, but were afraid of Young Wild
West and his friends, and so did not attempt to
follow them just then. They sat down and talked
in guttural tones for a few minutes, and just as
they had decided to follow the palefaces for-the
purpose of sneaking into their camp that night
and robbing them, they heard ,the sounds made
by horses' hoofs. Instantly they were all atten-

tion.

Some one was approaching from the direction
· our friends had come from. The three Indians
went over to where their horses were nibbling at
the spare g1·ass that grew among the rocks and
waited. It was not long before two horsemen
appeared in view. They were no others than the
big villain called Growler, and Butts, the boastful
fellow. When. the latter had taken a look at the
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redskins hi s face brightened, and he promptly
called out:
"Hello, L;ttle Snake! What are you an' your
pards doin' here?"
"Hello, Butts!" one of them answered, quickly,
and his face lighted up with a pleasant s·mile.
The others seemed to know Butts, too, for they
at once followed Little Snake in order to meet
the two riders.
"Do you know these redskins?" Growler demanded, in his rough voice, as he looked at his
.
companion.
"I reckon I do," was the reply. "They're jest
there ones we want, too. Thev'll do anything for
a little firewater."
"Well, it might be a good idea to take 'em in
with u s, then."
"It sartinly will, Growler. Now jest wait till
I've talked with 'em a little while, an' -then you
kin decide on what yer want done."
· "Go ahead an' talk to 'em. I don't like ther
looks of 'em, but if they'll help us any in gittin'
square"with Young Wild West an' relieve him of
what money he has got, it's all rig-ht."
Butts called the redskin whose name was Little
Snake aside, and the two talked together earnestly for several minutes. When the boasting villain
turned to his companion his face was wreathed
in smiles. ·
"It's all r i,g ht, Growler," he said. Young \Vild
West an' his gang- has jest left - here afore we
come up. 'l'her Injuns wanted firewater, but ther
heathen must have given 'em some kind of a
mixture with pepper into it, for when they drank
it it putty night burned their throats out a short
time after it was down. They're awful mad, an'
they're ready ter scalp the1· whole crowd, even
to. ther gals."
"All right, then. Thev kin help us, an' we'll
give 'em what we think they're entitled ter have,
if we make out all right."
"I've told Little Snake that, an' he satisfied
ter let you be ther judge as to what they oughter
have."
At this juncture Little Snake step_ped over,
and nodding to Growfer, said:
"Injuns like some firewater."
"All right," was. the gruff reply. "I reckon we
kin spare you a drink apiece. We brought along
a gallon of ther stuff."
The eyes bf the Indians dilated with pleasure
when they he,ard this. Growler had a big canteen
hanging from a strap that went over his shoulder, and he produced a small tin cup and carefully measured out a drink apiece for the Indians.
They smacked their lips and were greatly pleased, after which they readily obeyed the order
to mount their horses and ride along- the trail.

CHAPTER IV.-Jim Takes A Prisoner and Wild
Lets Him Go.
Young Wild West and his companions continued on until nightfall, and as they were lucky
enough to find a suitable place to pitch their
camp in, they were not long in doing it. They
always looked for a spot wher.e there was water
to be had in plenty, and the necessary feed for
the horses could be found. They never neglected
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to locate where they might defend themselves
against an attack from an enemy, too, and as
there were so many hills and hollows in the mountains, it was not difficult to do this. The spot
they ha~selected could only be approached from
one direction, since it was under a cliff that
ran inward almost in the form of a perfect
crescent. A miniature waterfall tumbled over
the rocks from the rear and flowed on at one
side only to continue it s wa y down the long, tortuous descent to the level country below, where
it no doubt helped feed some big stream.
The sun had not set yet. Wing, the cook, had
a good fire going, and the coffee-kettle hanging
over it. They had not seen anything in the way
of game that was worth shooting since they left
Virginia City. But they had plenty of provisions
with them, and it was not long before a fryingpan was resting upon the coals, and the odor of
frying bacon flowed upon the still air. Wing
had seen to it that they had a good supply of
fresh eggs, which were carefully packed so the
jolting as the pack-horse moved along would not
break them. For the next fifteen minutes he was
bu sy frying bacon and eggs.
Cheyenne Charlie was never satisfied unless he
had half a dozen eggs as a meal, and when he
asked the cook if there was any left over, after
having c;!isposed of the sixth one, his wife looked
at him sharply and said:
"What is the matter, Charlie? Don't you know
that we may need eggs later on? · There is no
use in eating all we have at one meal."
"That's all right, gal," he answered, with a
grin. "When I eat eggs, I eat eggs. I ain't
like you. Why, you eat two an' say you have got
enough."
"I consider two eggs quite enough for any one
at one meal."
"Well, I don't, so that's ther difference between '
us. I remember one time when I was in Cheyenne on an Easter Sunday, that a galoot there
what kept a shanty saloon put out a sign sayin'
that hard-boiled egigs was free for all ther cusstomers. I got into ther town about two o'clock
in ther afternoon, and as I hadn't eat nothin'
since breakfast, I was mighty hungry. I was
drinkin' putty good in them days, gal, 'cause that
was a good while afore I met you. You sorter
made me stop it, an' now I don't drink much.
But I've got ter have my whisky every time I
feel as though I need it."
"Well, never mind that, Charlie. Go on and
tell us about the eggs," interrupted Jim Dart.
"I'm comin' to that right a way. Well, I went
into ther saloon, an' bein' putty flush, I called
up ther boys what was hangin' around ter have a
drink. It cost me jest eight dollars ter pay
ther bill, 'cause in them times tanglefoot brought
a big price in Cheyenne. When I'd settled· up
for ther drinks, I looks at ther boss an' asks him
for some eggs, so I m1ght celebrate Easter. 'Here
yer are,' he said; and he put out a big wooden
bowl that must have had ·three or four dozen
hard-boiled eggs in it. 'Help yourself,' he said.
'There's salt an' pepper, an' here's some biscuits
ter help it,.,along. Whenever you want a drink,
jest call out.' Another galoot come in jest then,
an' he sorter acted as though he was hungry,
too. 'Hard-boiled eggs,' he said, as he grinned
at the big bowl. 'That's right, help yourself,'

the boss answered. 'We boiled night four hundred eggs this mornin', an' they're free to ther
customers.' 'How many have you got left?' ther
stranger asked, as he looked kinder simple at
ther boss.
"'A whole lot more than you kin eat,' was
ther reply. 'Well, maybe so,' an' ther galoot he
reached over an' picked out a couple of eggs,
which he cracked together. Then he peeled 'em
an' swallowed 'em whole, without puttin' any
salt on 'em. 'They taste putty good; I reckon
I'll try some,' he said. 'See here,' I said, lookin'
at him kinder mad like, don't you chew an egg
. ·when you eat it?' 'Not when I'm rea'.l hung1·y,'
was what he said back ter me. I hadn't started
yet, but I made up my mind that I could eat
jest a s many eggs as lie could, so he talked a
few minutes, an' then I bet him a round of
drinks that I could eat more eggs in ten minutes
than he could. He took me up, an' showed that
he had ther :inoney ter pay for it if he Jost, too.
'Strike in,' sa id ther boss, while a lot of ther
galoots in there what had eat all ther ~gs they
wanted got around us ter see ther egg eatin'
match.
"I started in after I had dumped salt on lther
counter, an' I b~gan peelin' eggs as fast as I
could. I took two bites ter each egg, but ther
other feller he put a whole one in his mouth at
a time, though he chewed 'em a little while after
this first two or three. We kept on till then,
wasn't no more eggs in ther bowl, an' it happened that ther stranger got hold of ther last
one, so he beat me by one egg. 'Fetch out some
more, landlord,' ther galoot yelled to ther boss.
'I ain't hardly got started yet.' 'Not by a juigful,' ther boss answered, shakin' his head. 'You
two fellers is hogs, thought I don't think ther
other,' meaning me, 'kin hold a candle to you. His
eyes is stickin' out now, an' he's kinder chokin'like from so much of ther yolk stickin' in his
throat.' 'That's right, boss,' I answered. 'He
beat me. I couldn't eat more than three or four
eggs now if I was ter try. I reckon I've got
enough,' so I treated, an' that settled ther business."
"And you mean to say there were three or
four do~en .~g~s in the bowl when. the two of you
started m? Jim Dart asked, lookmg at the scout
doubtingly.
"There was all of that, Jim. I ain't tellin' no
lie about it."
"vVell, I believe you when you · say you like to
eat eggs, then."
" Of course, I couldn't eat so many fried ones
as that, but I'll bet if I was ter try myself, I
could clean up a couple of dozen all right.''
"Why a couple of dozen would be more than
you told u s you ate of the boiled ones."
"Well, maybe I could eat a dozen an' a half
then. Let it go at that.''
· '
"I guess you have enouigh, all right, Charlie"
J1is wife spoke up, with a laugh.
'
"Well, maybe I have, gal. But eggs is eggs,
an' startinly like 'em. I don't git 'em as often
as I could wish to, either.''
The scout's little story was very amusing to
the rest, and as he was not in the habit of telling lies, they all believed what he said. If any
one had their doubts at all, it was Wing. He
could not imagine how it was _possible that oae
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person could eat two _cl6zen eggs. But he said
nothing, and when the meal was over he went
about cleaning away the remains, and washing
up the tin plates and cups.
Meanwhile Hop had been busy making some
big firecrackers. Perhaps he thou,ght he .might
have a chance to use them before the" got back
from the grizzly hunt. The Chinaman claimed
to have once worked in a factory where fireworks
were made in China, and whether he had or not,
he certainly knew a whole Jot about the business.
He not only manufactured crackers that would
explode with terrific noise, but other fireworks,
some of which often created excitement as well
as amusement.
"\,Veil, Hop, what are you getting ready for
now ?" Wild asked, a s he stepped over to where
the Chinaman was at work.
"Maybe um thlee ledskins a llee samee comee
'long some timee, Misler vllild. Me wantee havee
lillee fun if !ey do." ·
"Oh, you think they will follow us, do you?"
"Maybe so."
"They might if they thought they would have
a chance to sneak up on us and rob us. But as
far as putting up a fight is concerned, I hardly
think we need fear anything like that."
"Mc thlinkce ley comee, Misler Wild . Maybe
ley comee to-night. Maybe um big Melican man
comee, too."
".Ycu mean Growler?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild. He wantee killee you,
so be. Me knowee lat."
"Why, did you hear him say anything like
that?"
The Chinaman shook his head.
"No;" he answered, "but he lookee lat way, so

be."

"If he knows when he is well off, he won't
tackle me," and the young deadshot laughed
lightly.
Hop fin ished .his task by the time it grew dark,
and then with only a lantern to light the camp,
our friends settled down to take it easy until it
was time to turn in for the night. Of course
they did not relax their vigilance any. No matter where they were camped, they always saw
to it that at least one of the party was on the
watch for the approach of a stranger who might
prove to be an enemy. After it grew dark the
distant yells of a catamount broke the stillness
of the mountain, and now and then the call of
some night-bird could be heard.
"That sounds sorter natural-like, Wild," the
scout observed, as the shriek of a catamount
sounded with piercing distinctness. "I'd jest like
ter git a shot at that feller. He's makin' altogether too much noise."
"He seems to be coming closer all the time,
Charlie. You might have a chance you want before very long."
"Not to-night, Wild. I can't see ter.shoot very
good in ther dark, even if I could see ther beast's
eyes. But you kin bet that afore to-morrow night
we'll strike some game that's worth shootin' at."
"I hope so. But it seems to me that -g rizzlies
can't be very hungry at this season of the year.
The best time to look for them is when the mountains are covered with snow. Then they someUmes come down the sides of the mountains
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They are more
dangerous to tackle these· times, too."
"I know all about that, Wild," and the scout
gave a chuckle. '·But I reckon ther more dangerous they are ther bett er I Uke 'em. They'll come
putty close to yer, an' nothin' suits me better than
ter git in a good tussle with a grizzly. If I
dcn't fetch 'em with a shot from my rifle, I gen- ,
erally finish 'em with my knife."
The evening wore on, and finally all hands
sought the seclusion of the tents with the exception of the scout, who usually took first watch.
Thev always divided the night into three parts,
so that each d ;d his share. Charlie went through
his watch all r' gH, and then he awakened Jim.
Dart had about finished his watch when his sharp
ears detected a footfall not far distant. Instantly
he was on the alert, an d holding his rifle ready
for instant use. he peered through the darkness
and listened. It was not more than twenty seconds before he saw a skulking form approaching
the camp.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, under his breath. "One .of
the Indians, most likely. Well, I will give him
a surprise."
The boy knew quite well that the three Indians
they had met that day were not considered to
be anything like hostile. They were simply lazy
ra scals, who hung about the mountain trails and
visited the town occasionally, exchanging the
skins they came in possession of for whisky and
something to eat. Of course, he did not believe
they were honest, and the fact tha t he was satisfied that one of them was creeping toward the
camp now meant that his errand must be robbery. Crouching behind a rock, Jim waited
patiently. The prowler had dropped upon hi;;
hands and knees by this time, but the boy could
see him as h e gradually came nearer. Jiin
waited until he was within a few feet of the rock
he was crouching behind, and then he suddenly
sprang forward and pounced upon the prowler.
"Ugh!" came the exclamation, and then Jim
knew he had captured a redskin.
"Keep quiet," the boy whispered, sharply. "You
make a move to put up a fight and I will let a
streak of daylight through you. Come right over
here ·now by the lantern."
The lantern hung from the bough of a tree
close to the tent, and was turned down rather
low. Jim did not hesitate to drag his prisoner
into the light, and then he saw it was one of the
Indians Hop had played the trick upon that day.
While he made but little noise, Youn,g Wild \Vest
was aroused, and he quickly emerged from the
tent.
"Hello, Jim!" he exclaimed, nodding his head
coolly, "so you have got a redskin, eh?"
"Yes, 'wild," was the reply. "I heard a footfall, and then it was not long before I saw this
fellow creeping toward the camp."
"Injun come for firewater," the redskin said.
mildly. "He no want to rob the palefaces."
"Just turn h im around so I can get a good shot
at · him, Jim," our hero aid, with a smile.
Dart quickly swung his prisoner around so he
faced in the direction he had come from. Then
the young deadshot gave him a sound kick which
almost lifted him from the ground.
"Run, you sneaking coyote!" he exclaimed. "If

to look for something to eat.
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you don't get out of my sight in ten seconds, I
will shoot you."
But it was hardly necessa1·y to tell the redskin
to run, for he went away with the speed of a
deer, and quickly disappeared in the darkness.
"Well, that will be about all for the present,
Jim," Wild said, in his cool and easy way. Now
then, you rnav as well turn in. I will stand watch
till morning. "
"Well, it is hardlv time for you to go on duty
yet, Wild," Dart answered.
"That's all right. I coul<ln't ,g et sleep again if
I ·went back to the tent. Go on."
"What's all ther rumpus about?" Charlie called
out, as he hurriedly came out of the tent.
He was quickly told what had happened, and
then after being assured that everything was
all right, he lay down upon his blanket again.
Wild kept a sharp watch till morning, but nothing occurred to disturb the camp. He knew quite
well that the Indians must be following them,
however, and he expected to see more of them
before the trip was over with.

"I'd like to know how I could have missed such
a shot as that. Why, the animal appeared plainly on the ledge, and a ll I had to do was to cover
him and pull the trigger."
"Yes, that's all right; but it is not every one
who could have brought him down at that. Why
the distance must have been a couple of hundred
:feet, and it was only a momentary glance that
you could get at him."
"Well, it was enough to bring him down," and
thP girl smiled in a pleased way.
Charlie and Hop at once went to attend to the
fallen buck. The scout was a master hand at
the business, and it was not long before the skin
had been removed and what meat they wanted
had been cut from the carcass.
"The wolves kin have ther rest," the scout
declared, as they were ready to resume their
journey.
"And perhaps a grizzly might get a feed, too,"
Jim added.
"If there is any close enough aboµt ter smell
ther fresh meat an' most likely he'll be here
quick enough."
"That gives me an idea," said our hero, suddenly. "Suppose we wait right here. It is a little
CHAPTER V.-The Dispute Over the Grizzly, after eleven, anyhow. Perhaps the scent of the
venison will draw somethin,g around that
Our friends breakfaste-i early that morning, fresh
we can get a shot at. We will stop just around
• and it was not long before they were on the thi
s bend, and Wing can go ahead and make up
move. You"Og Wild W r~t and his partners were some
biscuits. He ought to have a pretty fine
satisfied that they ought to strike something in dinner
for us in an hour."
the way of big game before the day was over.
"Me do lat a!lee light. Misler Wild," the cook
They were traveling in a northeasterly direction, declared,
showing how pleased he was at what
and the further they went the wilder the moun- ·
tain scenerv became. Occasionally they looked the boy said.
So they moved around to the spot out hero
behind them, for they now knew for a certainty
that they were being followed. They really had had spoken of, and the pack-horses were quickly
no fear that the three Indians would prove unloaded, and then, along with the rest of the
dangernus customers; yet they did not want to animals, they were tied where they might graze
permit them to do anything in the ·way of thiev- until it became time for them to set out a.gain.
ing in a sneaky way. 'l'he fact was that our The spot where the remains of the buck had
hero and his partners possessed a considerable been left was probably two hundred yards dissum of money, and there was no telling but that tant from where Wing kindled the fire .to make
if they r emained off their guard the redskins preparations for the noonday meal. The latter
might prove clever enough to get the best of them. place commanded a view pretty much all around,
It was shortly before noon when a fat buck was sc, our friends could easily see if any one apstarted. He ran straight up the mountain side proached. They took it easy in the shade of some
until he reached a ·ledge, and all hand s wa'ited, - trees, and· it was not long before they heard the
holding their rifles in readiness. In a few sec- snappy bark of a wolf.
"Ah!" exclaimed our hero, nodding· to his comonds the buck appeared running along the ledge,
and then Arietta's rifle cracked. Down came the panions, "something has got the odor of fresh
buck, tumbling over and over until he landed at meat. A prowling wolf must have been nearby
the foot of the short descent within twenty yards at the time."
"If I happen to draw a bead on him I'll soon
of them.
"That is the first real game we have seen, settle his hash," the scout dec-iared, "though I
,vilc1," the girl said, as she smiled at the young didn't start up this way ter hunt wolves."
The barking continued, and then suddenly it
dradshot. "I was a little too quick for the rest
stopped.
of y0u, I think, that time. "
"Do you know what that means, boys?" our
"Maybe-you were, Et," tte boy replied. "But
to 1,!ll the truth, I wanted to give you the first hero said, as he nodded to his partners. "Some
other animals that the wolf is afraid of has come
she, '. ~
along, and the wolf is sneaking away."
"::lo did I," the scout spoke up, with a chuckle.
"A catamount, most likely," Jim Dart sug".l..nd I was thinking the same way," Dart degested.
.
clared.
"Or perhaps a grizzly. There may be one lurk"Oh, that is it, eh?" and Arietta looked at them
In an injured way. "Well, it is very kind of you ing around the vicinity," our hero added. "I
reckon I will take a look around and see."
all."
"I'll go with yer, Wild," the scout spoke up,
"Never mind, Et. We all knew that if you
tonk a shot at the buck, you would fetch him as he seized his rifle.
"All right; come on, Charlie."
1i·m. You have proved that we were right in
The rest did not seem to be inclined to make
thinking that way, too"
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a search, so they remained at the camp. Wild sartin it will show up mighty soon," the old
and Charlie went around to the left, treading hunter declared. "Now then, I want yer to uncautiously, for they knew that even though a derstand that I'm bein' paid ter take Mr. Hanley
grizzly might be after the remains of the buck, grizzly huntin' an' I want him to git ther first
it would grow alarmed at their approach. They shot."
There was a twinkle in Wild's eyes as he looked
soon reached the foot of a little cliff, and then
they started softly around, so they might get at the scout. Charlie knew what this meant.
within sight of the spot they, were aiming for. Wild was going to fire in spit of what Abe PaterThey had nearly reached it when they came face son said. Of course, the grizzly had to appear
to face with two men, who se-emed to be eager before any shooting could be done, for they all
about something. One of them was a grizzled now believed that there was really one close at
old man, and the other was a rather young man, hand. It was not -long before the sounds made
who .was. attired in a new hunting costume and by falling dirt and stones was heard. The hunter
pricked up his ears and nodded to the tenderfoot,
wore a tourist's cap.
"Hello, · strangers!" ,vnd said, softly.
and then they started off slowly to the left. Wild
"Hello!" the old man answered, rather tartly. and Charlie followed them, and noticing this,
"What are you fellows· lookin' for?"
Patexson' frowned darkly. Both our hero and the
"A grizzly," the boy replied, with a smile.
scout had their 1·ifles ready for use. The four
"A grizzly, eh? Well, you had jest betteT let stepped on around the bend, and then they heard
him alone, if be shows up, 'cause we've been scratching sounds among the rocks above them.
trackin' him ever -since this mornin'.."
The remains of the slain buck were just where
"Oh, there is one around, then?"
our friends had left them, -and it was easy for
"I reckon there is. If I don't know a ·grizzly's them to guess that the grizzly, for they were
tracks, there ain't no one livin' as does."
certain it was the one they heard, had got a
"Are you Abe Paterson?"
whiff of the odor of fresh meat; and was ap"That's jest ,who I am, young feller. How did proaching.
yer know?"
The scratching and sounds of falling dirt con"We heard at the hotel in Virginia City that tinued. The four stood near some trees and
you had started cut with a man to hunt grizzlies." waited. It was just then that the tenderfoot
"Well, that's right. This young man is payin' must have thought that he had forgotten to load
me ter hunt grizzlies with him, an' I reckon he's his rifle, for he threw back the lever, no doubt
to see if this was true. More scratching and a
goin' ter git ther worth of his money."
"No doubt of that. We heard you had a good rattling of loosened dirt and stones followed. ·
reputation .in this line of business. So you have
"Ther grizzly is comin', Wild. He's right up
been tracking a grizzly all the morning, eh?"
there," the scout whispered, as he pointed to a
"Yes, an' I've been very anxious to get a high, rocky wall not far distant.
"Right you are, Charlie," was, the reply.
glimpse of him," the tenderfoot spoke up. "I
Sure enough. There was an angry growl and
suppose. I should take the first shot."
"If you're quick enou,gh," the scout retorted, the ,grizzly showed up right before them. Wild
took a quick aim with his Remington, and as he
with a grin.
The old hunter frowned at him. But the young pulled the trigger the guide knocked the rifle upward. This caused the bullet to go high over
man seemed to take it good-naturedly.
"I may as well introduce myself," he said, as the bear, and not a little angry at the old man's
he stepped closer to Wild. "My name is George ·action, Wild gave him a push that sent him stagHanley, and I have always had a fondness for gering back against the tenderfoot, Crang I It
hunting. This is the first time I ever started out was Cheyenne Charlie who fir"ed, and as he got
for big game, however. May I ask who you are?" the bear just as it was turning to get out of
"I am Young Wild West, and this is Cheyenne sight, the bullet pierced his flesh just behind the
left foreshoulder, and it :i::_olled -over in the throes
Charlie, one of my partners," Wild answered.
Both the hunter .and the tenderfoot opened wide of death, and finally came tumbling down the
their eyes. It was evident that they had heard short descent.
"I have a notion to put a bullet throu,gh you,
of Young ' Wild West before.
"So you're ther boy they call ther Champion kid!" Abe Paterson exclaimed, as he half turned
Deadshot of ther West, are yer?" Abe Paterson Ji.is rifle upon Wild.
asked, after a pause.
"Take it easy, old man," was the retort. "If
"I believe some peopJ('do call me by that title," you hadn't acted the way you did, I wouldn't
· have attempted to shoot the grizzly. .But when
the young deadshot answered, smilingly:
you claimed that your man was to have the first
"Are yer up this way lookin' for grizzlies?"
"Yes; when we heard that you had _gone out it shot, and did it in such a forecful way, I made
up my mind that I was going to have the first
gave us the notion to look for a little excitement
in the Rockies up this way. I am very glad shot. I did, too, but you caused me to make· a
there is a grizzly about. One of our party shot miss of ,it. It is all 1·ight, though. Cheyenne
a deer not long ago, and we left the entrails and Charlie shot the gizzly. Now then, I want to tell
what we didn't wanl; of it lyiI1ig- over there be- you something. If it hadn't been that we left
hind that pile of rocks. We heard a wolf bark- the remains of the buck here, the g'rizzly would
ing, and when it stopped suddenly we had an idea not have come here. You may have b3en followthat perhaps a grizzly might be sneaking up to ing him all the morning, as you say, but I think
get something to eat. The rest of our party we put out the bait that brought him here. But
are located over there," and Wild pointed in the to square matters, you can have the pelt. We
don't want it."
direction.
"We won't take it!" cried the old man, angrily.
"Well, there's a grizzly close by, an' it's dead
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"You had no right te1: take a shot. I'm paid
ter let Mr. Hanley shoot at anything we start up. _
I reckon we started this grizzly."
"Well, I don't want to quarrel with you, .so
you may a s well stop right where you are. What
has been done can't be helped. Cheyenne Charlie
·has shot a grizzly, and that's all there is to it."
"And I have a notion ter shoot you."
"See here, old f ellow, you had better not say
that again. I am only a boy, and you are old
enough to be my ,grandfather. But I don't like
tc, have any one threatening my life."
"Well, -I'll take that back. I didn't mean it
when I said I'd like ter shoot yer. But I will
tell yer what I would like ter do, Young Wild
West."
.
"Tell me, please."
"I'd jest like ter take yer across my knee an'
give you a good spankin'."
"Why, you don't think you could do anything
like that, do you?"
- "Don't I? Don't you think that 'cause I'm past
sixty years. old, that I can't handle myself yet.
Ha, ha, ha! Why, I could pick you up with one
hand an' flop you over on your back."
The two shots that had been fired of course
attracted the attention of Jim and the girls, and
they now appeared upon the scene. When they
saw that there was an altercation going on they
were not a little surpri sed, for they had no idea
that there was any one else about. They came
forward rather slowly, and stood near watching
all that took place and listening.
"You you think you could handle me a s easy
as that, eh?" said Wild, smiling at the old man
in his cool arid easy way. "Well, now let me tell
you something, Mr. Paterson; I have never yet
met the man or boy who was able to even give me
a spanking, when he used both hands to do it.
Now don't you think that you can do it, for I
won't let you if you try. I wouldn't harm a hair
In your head, of course, if you did try. But
please don't do it."
This angered the hunter to such an extent that
he laid his rifle upon the ground and started
forward to grab the boy. Wild quickly handed
his rifle to Charlie and stood his ground.
"Blamed if I don't 1give yer a spankin', anyhow, jest te1· show yer that I kin do it," Paterson
declared.
Then he seized Wild by both shoulder s and undertook to throw him. But the boy only smiled,
and as quick a s a flash he dropped down and
caught Paterson by the calves of his legs. A
quick pull and he sat down so forcibly that his
teeth rattled.
"I don't want to hurt you , Mr. Paterson," Wild
said, as he jumped back and stood befor e him,
"but if you ins ist upon t rying to spa nk me, I
suppose I will have to t ea ch you a lesson ."
"Let it drop, Abe," called out the tenderfoot,
pleadingly. "Young Wild West is all right. I
don't care if I didn't· get a shot at the grizzly."
"This is my business, Hanley," was the angry
retort. "You j est let me alone. Yer don't s'pose
I'm gain' ter let a boy chuck me on ther ground
like that, an' not look for satisfaction, do yer?
I'm gain' ter give.him more than a spankin' nrr;v.
I'm gain' ter wallop him so he'll remember me
as long as he lives.'·

"Come on, then," said ·wild, who was satisfied
that there was no other way out of it.
The old hunter got upon his feet with surprising agility. Then he drew himself together and
made a rush for the boy. But Wild was as quick
as li1ghtning, and as strong as a mountain lion,
and the next thing Paterson knew he turned a
complete somersault and landed upon his stomach. The grunt he gave as he landed upon the
ground told plainly that it must have jarred him
con sider ably.
It was at this very moment that a rifle shot
l!Ounded from somewhere off to the left. Wild's
hat flew from his head, and quickly seizing his
_
rifle, he exclaimed:
"Get to cover,. everybody! Someone is after
us."
CHAPTER VI.-Other Kinds of Hunting.
Cheyenne Charlie was the only one of the party
whose face happened to be turned in the direction
the shot came from, and he saw the puff of smoke.
When he found that the young deadshot had not
been hit by the bullet, but that his hat. had been
merely knocked from his head by it, he exclaimed:
"I'll git him, Wild!"
The scout had dropped behind a big stone that
was conveniently close at hand, and his rifle was
now leveled toward a thick clump of bushes on a
hill something like two hundred feet distant.
Charlie did not fi r e right away. It occurred to
him that he might get a glimpse of the rascal
who had tried to take the life of Wild, o he
waited for a s~ght of him. He was soon rewarded, for at the left side of the clump of
bushes he noticed a slight shaking, and then his
left. hand closed and he took a site along the
barrel of his rifle. Crang l The report rang out
a moment later. Charlie had made no mistake,
for the yell of a redskin sounded.
"I nailed him!" he cried, jubilantly. "Whoopee,
whoopee!"
"I reckon you winged him, Charlie," Wild answered, coolly. "But just take it easy. I'll get
over there in a hurry. There must be more of
thE:m about.''
·Rifle in hand, the young deadshot crept around
among the trees and softly made his way toward
the clump of bushes on the hill. He kept both
eyes and ears open, but he was well satisfied that
none of the villains had come any closer than the
point from which the shot had been fired. He
went along quite rapidly, and in a very short
time he wa s within a few yards of the bushes.
Then he became mor e cautious, and getting upon
his hands and kn ees, he crept forward stealthily.
Reaching the clump, he peered behind it and saw
a r edskin stretched upon the ground, but still
a live. The blood wa s trickling from his left side,
and it was evident that he was not long for this
\vorld. When he saw the boy peering at him from
the bu shes, the victim of Charlie's bullet made a
desperate attempt to 1get u,:>, no doubt for the
purpose of fleeing. Wild quickly covered him
with his revolver and motion for him to be
silent.
Then_ he looked around and found a rifle lying .
where 1t had no doubt fallen when the redskin
~or.eived the bullet. Knowing that it was impo::lsible for him to get away, Wild moved on a
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little further, and making his way around the
rocks, he looked for the Indian's companions.
As he reached a high eminence he caught sight
of them, and when he saw that there were two
white men with them he gave a low whistle of
surprise. The four were riding down a rough
trail toward a plateau that lay a little below.
It was easy for the boy to recognize the white
men as Growler and Butts.
"By jingo!" he exclaimed. "So two of them
started on our trail, did they? And they fell
in with the three rascally redskins, and then
tried to get me. Well, this is what I call pretty
good. I will let them go for the present, and go
back and question the redskin before he dies. I
am satisfied he won't live very long, not with
that ugly wound he has in his side."
Watchin,g the four until they had disappeared
behind some rocks, our hero arose to his feet and
hurried back to the dying Indian. The fellow
looked at him appealingly, for no doubt he feared
that the boy had returned for the purpose of
finishing him.
"Well, redskin," said Wild, as he nodded to
him, "I reckon you haven't got very long to live.
Now then, I want to know why you shot at me."
"The big paleface say he give me ten dollars
if I kill you," came feebly from the Indian's lips.
"And your were willing to shoot me for ten
dollars, eh?'
There was a nod in the affirmative.
"Well, you got your medicine, and it serves
you right."
"Baleface boy give Injun little firewater."
"I don't drink the stuff, so I haven't any with
me. There is no water near here, so I am sorry
to say I can't give you any relief."
"Injun very sorry."
"Yes, I suppose you are now."
"Injun want--"
The effort to talk was a little too much for
him, and as he attempted to raise his head the
breath left him, and he fell back and lay motionless.
"Well, it's all over, as far as he's concerned.''
Wild muttered, as he picked up the rifle that lay
upon the ground. "I suppose there is no need
of leaving this here, so his companions can come
back and get it and then use it against us. It
doesn't amount to much, but I will take it just
the same, for it may come in handy some time."
The boy was used to such sights, so he paid
nc further attention to the redskin, and coolly
made his way back to his waiting companions.
"Did yer find him, Wild?" the scout, eaigerly.
"Yes, Charlie. l got there before he died."
"So ther ted galoot cashed in his chips, then?"
"Yes, Charlie. Your bullet hit him in the right
side, and I suppose he bled to death inwardly.
He admitted that he had shot at me, and that if
he killed me a big paleface was goinP- to give
him ten dollars."
"What's that? Growler must be around somewhere, then?"
"He is, and so is the lying rascal called Butts.
I saw them both. They were with the two Indians whom we left, and were trying hard to get
away, no doubt thinking we would follow them."
"Ain't yer goin' ter foller 'em, Wild?" and the
acout seemed eager to start in pursuit at once."
"No, Charlie. We will just let them alone and
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they will do the following. If they keep at it
they won't do it very long, thought. I knew
Growler hated me, but I hardly thought he would
go as far as to hire some one to take a shot at
me."
"You mean that big igaloot what bosses things
around ther town, don't yer?" Abe Paterson inquired.
"Well, I don't know as it is so awful, Mr. Hanley, so long as he doesn't succeed. It would be
awful if he did succeed, though. There is no
doubt about that."
Again the boy laughed, and Hanley shook his
head as though he could not quite understand
how it was that one so young could possess so
much nerve.
"I reckon there ain't no danger of 'em comin'
back very soon, is there?" Abe Paterson asked,
nodding to our hero.
"Not very soon, I think, Abe," was the reply.
"I may as well get ther skin off that grizzly,
then."
"Yes, go ahead. Is your outfit anywhere close
at hand?"
"About a mile over to ther right."
"How is it you didn't get any further away
from here when you had a day's start of us?"
"We didn't travel very fast. You see, we
shot lots of small game: Hanley has got a shotgun as well as a rifle. That's back in our camp.
He's enjoyed himself a whole lot, but I s'pose he
feels a little sore at not havin' got a shot at ther
first igrizzly he laid eyes on."
"I don't feel a bit sore," the tenderfoot declared, earnestly. "I am glad it happened the
way it did. The chances are I will get all the
shooting at grizzlies I want before I get through
with this hunting trip."
"You kin bet your ].ife you will," and Paterson
shook his head determinedly. "I won't take your
money if I don't earn it. You're goin' ter shoot
at least one grizzly afore ther week is over."
"I will be quite ·satisfied if I do. What I would
like to shoot, also, is a deer."
"There's a gal standin' there what shot one
not long afore ther grizzly come around," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, as he pointed to Arietta.
"It was what was left of it that made ther grizzly
come sneakin' around."
"She shot a deer!" and the tender.f oot again
looked amazed.
"There is nothing strange about tha:t, is there?"
Wild asked, with a laugh. "You must remember
that Miss Murdock was taught to use all firerams
when she was a very little girl, and she has improved a whole lot since she first knew how to
shoot."
"Wonderful thinigs happen in the West, I must
say," Hanley declared, shaking his head.
"There ain't no place in ther world as kin
come up to it!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"Hoorav! Give me ther wild West an' ther free
air an' plenty of excitement, an' I won't ask for
nothin' more."
"Maybe you wantee some eggs some timee, Misler Charlie," Hop observed, with a childish smile.
"Shet up, heathen. I don't want ter hear nothin' more out of you. You· open your mouth
ag'in, an' I'll take a couple of inches off that pigtail."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. Me no opee my
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mouth. Me velly goodee Chinee. Me no say Chinamen in charge of the horses, the rest set
somethling more. Hip hi! Hoolay ! Misler Char- out, Wild and Arietta taking only their rifles.
lie allee samee eatee two dozen egges. He velly When they reached the birds and flushed them,
smartee Melican man."
all began shooting.
The scout made a leap for him, but the ChinaIf George Hanley, the tenderfoot, could have
man was quick enough to get out of the way, been there then, and. noticed how easily Wild and
and then hearing a roar of laughter, Charlie Arietta brought down the partridges with their
quickly subsided.
rifles, he- might have been amazed still further.
·
"A very comical Chinaman you have there," Anna and Eloise each fired twice, and three of
Hanley remarked, nodding to the young dead- the birds, fell down in a hurry.
"Five of them," said Wild, as he gathered up
shot.
"Well, yes. Hop is an exception to his race. the two he and Arietta had sho~. "Well, there
He can make more fun than a whole minstrel are a dozen more left, and though they have
scattered somewhat, I reckon we can fix it so
show sometimes."
"I would awfully like to join ypu in camp some there will be one apiece for us to eat :for supper.
time before I go away from these parts."
A whole partridge isn't much for a hungry per"Why can't you do it? We a r e going on straight son."
ahead for the balance of the day, and if you get
"A little . more than I could get away with,
your outfit and follow along after us, you will Wild," the s~out's wife declared, with a smile.
catch up to us. We will have no objection to "But I suppose Charlie could help me out for
what I lacked in that respect."
you stopping with us to-night."
•
"';\That do you think about that, Mr. Paterson?"
"Charlie don't claim to like partridges very
well, Anna."
,
Hanley asked, turning to the hunter.
·
·
"Yes, I know that, but I never saw him re"If it suits you it suits me," was the reply.
"All 1·ight, then," and turning to Wild, he fuse anything that was really good to eat."
By working their way along carefully they
added:
" I think we will follow you, for I am sure you ag·ain flushed the birds, and then Anna and Eloise
each got one. Arietta did not get a ,good shot
meant it when you extended the invitation."
"I certainly did mean it. The fact is, Mr. this time, but Wild got one as it alighted upon
Hanley, I never say anything I don't mean, es- the limb of a scraggy tree.
pecially when I extend an invitation to any one."
"There, that will do," the young deadshot said,
Paterson now turned his attention to the grizz- nodding His head in a satisfied way. "We have
ly, and the tenderfoot f eeling it his duty to as- eight of them, and as there are just eight of our
sist, quickly joined him. Then our friends bade party, thel'e is no need of trying to get any more."
them good-by, after assuring the two that they
"Well," said Jim, who had been unlucky, and
would be found in camp ·before sunset, if they had fired a shot, "if the hunter and the tenderchose to follow along after them. Wild decided foot join us to-night, it, is _hardly likely they
that the horses had rested sufficiently for them will have had supper. I think we ought to try
to go ahead, so they wer~ not lonig in mounting for a couple more. Eloise and I will go along to
and striking out over the rough trail again.
the right, for I saw thr ee of the birds fly in that
"Which way did them galoots go, Wild?" Char- direction."
lie asked, a s they were riding along.
"Very well, Jim. I never thou.ght of that. Go
"If they kept on going in the same direction ahead. We will go and get our horses, and then
as when I saw them last, they will be somewhere ride along after you. It seems that the parton to our left by this time. But it is hard to ' ridges have flown the way we want to go."
t ell just how far· they went. Probably they have
Wild, Arietta and Anna picked up the birds
halted before this, since they were afraid of be- and turned to go back. They soon reached the
ing .pursued, and not hearing aI}y one after them, spot where Charlie was waiting. When he saw
pr obably they became reassured."
·
what good luck they had had, he gave a nod of
"You kin bet that they'll keep on after us, satisfaction.
'cause if that big galoot is enough of a scoundrel
"Br'iled partridges for supper," he said. "Well,
ter offer a redskin ten dollars ter shoot you, he'll that will be all right, I reckon."
go further than that."
"And venison for breakfast," his wife added,
"Charlie, if he persist s in tr ying such a thing with a smile.
"Yes, that's all right, gal. It's putty good liva,gain, the chances are his bones will r est somewhere in the mountains here. He will never get in', an' I ain't goin' ter kick as long a s I git
back to Virginia City alive, you can bet on that . plenty of it."
If I catch him in the a ct of trying to shoot me,
The partridges were turned over to Hop and
or any one else, I will cer tainly 1mt a bullet Wing, and they set out, their horses at a walk.
where it will do the most good."
The t wo Chinamen proceded to pluck the feathers
"You kin bet your life I will if you don't."
from the birds r ight away, for they were used
They rode along for two hours after tha t, and to that sort of thing, and always wanted to have
then a flock of partridges started up to the left things ready, so there would be no delay when
and flew into a clump of low bushes some dis- they went into camp. When they had covered
tance ahead. They could all see just where nearly a quarter of a mile, Wild thought it time
the birds alighted, and feeling that such game tiley found Jim and 1Eloise. No shots had been
would come in handy, Wild proposed that they fired since they had left, so he knew they had
take a few shots. Anna and Eloise each possessed failed to flu sh the birds again.
Finally he
a double-barrelled shot-gun, and they were not brought his horse to a halt, -and, turning to his
long in getting them ready for shooting. They companions, said:
all dismounted, and leaving Charlie and the two
"I don't know where they can be. It seems to
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me that thev couldn't have possibly gone any further than this."
It was just then that a shrill scream for help
rang out. It was the voice of Eloise.
.
"Great gimlets!" eclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
giving a violent start. "I reckon they must have
got into trouble, Wild."
"Take it easy, Charlie," was the cool reply. "We
will find out in a hurry."
Then the boy leaped from the back of his horse
and started in the direction the scream had come
from, the scout following him hurriedly.

CHAPTER VII.--Jim Dart's Narrow Escape.
Jim and Eloise failed to flush the partridges as
soon as they expected, so they kept on, watching sharply for the birds to rise. But, as most
of our readers do doubt know, a partridge can
travel over the ground quite rapidly, and it must
have been that the birds after alighting went on
through the short growth of chaparral that
abounded there. Bent upon obtaining at least
two more, Jim nodded to his sweetheart, and
said:
"You step off a little to the left, and I will go
to the right. I am sure the birds are close by
now. If you can drop two of them, use both
barrels and do it, because I may miss with my
rifle."
"All right, Jim," Eloise answered, with a smile,
for she was very happy to be out hunting with
him. "I will do my level best."
They crQ..s sed the patch of chaparral, but failed to find the birds. Then as they turned toward
a rocky gully for a bank that sloped gradually
upward, a bear cub started to run from it. It
was a grizzly, too, and when Jim saw it he involuntarily raised his rifle to fire. But just then
an angry growl sounded 1·ight behind him, and
before he could turn around the mother of the
cub bounded forward and struck the boy a heavy
blow with her paw. Dart went rolling upon the
ground, temporarily stunned. Then it was that
Eloise gave vent to the scream that had been
heard by Young Wild West and the rest of the
party. When she saw the boy lying motionless
the girl was terror-stricken, and she never once
thought of turning her gun upon the dangerous
animal.
The big grizzly cast a look in the direction
her cub had taken, and seemed to hesitate about
going away. But when she saw the boy lying
so still before her, it must have been that she
became imbued with a desire to kill him if he
were not already dead. ,Jim had been bowled
over a few feet, so there was quite a little space
intervening between them. Eloise screamed again,
and succeeded in frightening the grizzly for a moment. •Once more it hesitated, and partly turned
to leave the spot. Then it was that the -girl
realized that she had a shot-gun in her hands.
She knew quite well that she could never kill
the big brute with a shotgun. But, as her courage quickly came to her, she resolved to make a
firght for it. Gathering all her fortitude and
strength, the girl ran quickly to the spot, and
when she was within but a dozen feet of the
grizzly, she took aim for a spot between the eyes
and pulled the trigger.
.
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Bang! Again she fired, and, blinded by the
double charge of shot, the grizzly reared high
into the air and roared furiously. This must
have had the effect of rousing Dart to his senses,
for he sudden1'r rolled over and staggered t-0 his
feet. He was not a moment too soon, for the
bear, though it could not see, located him by the
sounds he made, and rushed furiously at him.
Jim's rifle was lying upon the ground close to
the bear, so there was no chance to get it.
"Look out, Eloise!" he called out. "Don't let
her ,get too close to you."
Then he whipped out one of his revolvers and
began shooting at the animal's breast. Though
it was a powerful Smith & Wesson he was using,
he knew it would be impossible to kill the beast
. very quickly with it. To do that the bullet must
reach the heart, and there was so much thick
skin and muscle for it to go through that the
force of the bullet would be spent before it reached the vital spot. A grizzly can run quite fast,
even if it is a lumbersome beast. But being
blinded, it was not difficult for Jim to evade the
furious rush it made. He kept dodging about
until finally he got atound to where his rifle lay.
Meanwhile Eloise had taken her position behind
a rock, and was watching the scene in fear
and anxiety. Once he had the rifle, Jim, who had
now fully recovered from the effects of the fierce
blow, felt that he was going to be the victor.
As the bear turend toward him again, no doubt
having detected his whereabouts, he stepped lightly to the left, and then befo1·e the b j,g beast
could turn, he sent a bullet right behind the left
foreshoulder. The big forty-four plowed its way
through the thick flesh and entered the grizzly's
heart. That was all there was to it, for clown
went the beast, kicking and struggling and roaring furiously. But Jim knew he would never
get up again, ,so he turned and called to his
sweetheart to approach.
"That was a close call, Eloise," he said, forcing a smile. "I didn't know what hit me when
that paw landed on the side of my head. I got
a little scratch, but it doesn't amount t o much."
Eloise saw the blood trickling fr om the side
of his head, and she became alarmed. But when
she made an exclamation and found ic amounted
to nothing, she . was relieved again.
"Oh, Jim!" she exclaimed, . "it was awful. I
don't know when I was so frightened before. I
· stood there with the gun in my hands, an.l didn't
know enough to finish you. Then I ran 'Ip and
shot it in the eyes."
"That shows what a brave little igirl yo,•. •~i:e,"
.Jim answered, again smiling. "You saved my
life, for when the bear was blinded there was a
good chance for you to get out of the way. I had
a faint idea of what was going on, but it seemed
as though I was unable to rise until I felt that
unless I did my time was at hand. But it is all
right now. Hello I here comes Wild, and Charlie
is with him, too. They are a little too late, but
I am mighty glad t see them just the same."
"What's the trouble, Jim?" our hero asked, as
he dashed down into the hollow, and saw the bear,
which was still struggling in the throes of death.
"I had a pretty close call, Wild " Jim answered, shrugging his shoulders. "Eloise saved
my life after blinding the bear with a double
charge of bird shot."
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"We thought them two galoots fro_m ther town experience, but I think it's just as well · to get
an' ther two Injuns had interfered with yer when it when you're young."
"You're right on that. I never started out
we heard Eloise scream," the scout spoke up.
huntin' till after I was twenty-five, but I've learn"So it was nothin' but a grizzly, eh?"
"Nothing but a grizzly!" echoed IDloise. "W~y, ed a whole lot since then."
"No doubt of it, Abe. Well, how do you feel
Charlie, if you could have seen h,ow nearlr Jim
came to losing his life, you wouldn t speak lightly now, Mr. Hanley?" and the boy nodded to the
tenderfoot.
.
of it."
"Fine," was the reply. · "But I can't forget the
"Oh, that's all right, gal. He didn't lose his
excitement we had to-day."
life, did he?"
"That didn't around to so much, after all. We
"No, though he came very cloS!! to doing so."
have had a little excitement since that."
"Well close things don't count nowadays. You
"Is that so?"
got the1: grizzly, so it's all rig?t-"
. .
.
"Yes, and it was a grizzly that caused it, too."
The girl was forced to smile at this, rn spite
The tenderfoot was much interested now, and
of the fact that she was still tremblin,g from t?e w:&en . he entered the camp and dismounted,
excitement and fear the incident had caused. Jim related the experience that Jim and Eloise Wild
had
now proceeded to relate just how it occurred, and gone through, going over it briefly, but bringing
then the scout started to look for the cub. But out all the strong points. Old Abe Paterson was
the animal must have· found a h_ole so~ewhere, as much interested as Hanley, and he listened
and its life was spared, for the time bemg, any- without sayiJ1Jg a word. Then he turned to Eloise,
how. Charlie called for Hop to come an4 help and taking off his hat, said:·
him and then the work of removing the grizzly s
"Little gal, you done all right. Most likely if
skin' was begun. When it was accomplished the you hadn't blinded ther big brute, ther young
pelt was rolled up, and all J1ands struck out along feller would have been torn to pieces in a jiffy.
the trail again.
A she grizzly in a tough customer when she
Eloise had plenty to talk about the rest of tackles yer, an' jest 'cause she had a cub with
the day, and she rec~)Unted _the ex~iting adventure her, she was madder than lightnin'. I never
over and ove-r agam, while Arietta and Anna did think much of a shot-gun, but sometimes
listened attentively. No more grizzlies were seen they come in handy. Most likely you wouldn't
that afternoon, and finally, just before sunset, have done as well if you had had a rifle, 'cause
·they came to a halt in "'.hat our !~era decided was you would only have wounded ther grizzly, an'
a suitable spot to remam o:7er n_igh_t. They h11:d made her all ther madder. But when yer shot
seen nothing of the two wlnte villams and theu- her eyes out she couldn't see nothin'."
redskin allies, nor had the old hunter an4 the
Charlie then showed them the
that had
tenderfoot overtaken them as yet. But satisfied been removed from the grizzly, and skin old
hunter
that · the Iatte1· would not be long in showing .up declared that it was fully as large asthe
the one they
now, Wild gave orders for the Chinamen to pitc? had shot earlier in the day.
the tents, and get things ready to stop there until
"I reckon you're jest in time for supper," Cheymorning.
enne Charlie observed, as Wing began pouring
The horses wern seen to, and then it was not out the coffee in the tin cups. "There's a brook
long before WiJ1Jg had a fir~ going to prepare over there, so you kin wash up in the hurry, an'
the evening meal. The partridges th~y had shot jine us."
were soon broiling over the coals, while the fra"Oh,
don't want ter do nothin' like that,"
grant aroma of coffee floated on the bi-eeze. Just Patersonwedeclared.
have got plenty of grub
about the time suppei- was ready, hoof-beats with us, an' what's "We
ther use of us spongin' on
sounded close at hand. Wild ran out and ascnde- you folks?"
ed a slight elevation, and so_on saw the hunter
"We have got plenty, too, so never mind goand George Hanley approaching. The two were ing to the
trouble of cooking anything.
have
mounted upon horses, while a mule w!is beiD:g got eight partri.dges here, and I reckonWe
we can
led behind. The latter was loaded with their manage to make ten portions of it."
camping outfit, and as the boy sized them up, he
As Wild said thjs, Hanley's eyes lighted up.
decided that they had come well prepared for
"Partridges, eh? I thought perhaps that's
their hunt in the Rockies.
what they were when I saw the Chinaman broil"Hello, Abe!" he called out, in a famili,~r way, ing them. When did you -get them?"
as he waved his hat to the old huntei-.
So you
"Oh, not long after we left you. The girls
have got here at last, have you?"
shot the most of them."
"That's 1·ight, Young Wild West," came the i-e"Is that so?" and the tenderfoot looked admirply. "It took us some little time to_ get oui- ou~- ingly at the girls.
fit an' come back ter find your ti-ail. So hei-e s
Anna and Eloise used shotguns, while
where you're goin' ter stop for ther night, eh?" the"Yes;
rest of us knocked over two or three with
"Yes, what do you think of the place?"
our rifles."
"It's all right. You're a mighty good jedge on
"Caught 'em on ther set, I s'pose," the old
campin' spots, I reckon."
' bunter spoke up.
"I suppose I ought to be by this time. I have • "Oh, no," Wild answered. "I shot a couple
put in a who.le lot of time at that sort of work, as they were flying."
you know."
"With that rifle of yours?"
"Most like.11r yer have, though you ain't nothin'
"They call yer ther Champion Deadshot of ther
vVest, an' I reckon you must be if you kin. fetch
but a boy ya t,"
"I struck I 11 rather early. I don't know as it down a - partridge with a rifle bullet."
makes much iifference when a fellow gets his
"That isn't a vei-y hard think to do, Abe. U
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you have plenty of time, and the bird is flying these magic fellers, but I reckon I ain't afraid ·
almost straight from you, why shouldn't it be of anything you kin do."
•brought down by a rifle shot?"
Hop nodded to him, and made up his mind to
"That's it, why shouldn't it? But I know I make the old man the victim of a joke.
couldn't do it, an' I'v.e always considered· myself
a putty good shot._"
In broi-ling the birds, Wing had split them, so
CHAPTER VIII.-Growler Sticks to His Dethere was really sixteen portions. ·when the two
guests were ready they all sat down, and there
termination.
was more than enough, it seemed, though Charlie managed to get away with a whole partridge.
It will now be in order for us to turn our at"I consider that the best meal I've had since tention to Growler and his companions. The big
I've been in the West," declared George Hanley, . ruffian was badly frightened when he saw the
as he looked admiringly at the Chinese cook. Indian fire at Young Wild West and miss him.
"Your man certainly knows how to broil birds." He had taken care to get back to what he con"That's what we hire him for," Wild answered, sidered a safe distance before the shot was fired,
with a laugh. "If he wasn't a good cook, it is and as he saw the boy start to leave the spot, he
hardly likely we would keep him."
turned and fled. It was but natural that Butts
"I suppose there is no danger of a grizzly creep- and the other two Indians should follow him, and
ing up and devouring us while we are asleep?" mounting- their horses, they rode on as fast as
Hanley asked, as he looked at the rocks and they could go over the rocky, uneven ground, It
shrubbery that surrounded the camp in a sober was not until they had gone a dfatance of over a
sort of way.
mile before they halted. Then they listened for
"See here, Hanley," Paterson spoke up, rather the space of five minutes, and hearing no sounds
sharply, "you have said that two or three times of pursuit, they all felt much relieved.
since we've been out, an' I've kept tellin' yer that
"Well, Butts," · said Growler, nodding to his
a grizzly ain't never been known ter sneak up crony and forcing a smile, "we made a miss of ·
on a camp an' eat anybody. They don't do busi- it that time. But that don't settle it, not by a
ness that way. Jest 'cause they're a big power- jugful."
ful animal don't say that they're always lookin'
"If I was you, I wouldn't bother with 'em any
around for fight. Generally · they'll run when more, Growler," Butts answered, shaking his
the:y see any one. It must have been a mistake head and looking seridus.
today when ther one that Cheyenne Charlie shot
"But you ain't me. You're an old man, an'
come up so close to us. Ther grizzly couldn't _I'm another. You don't s'pose I kin forgit what
have knowed we was there, but was lookin' for that kid done to me, do yer? Why, jest think
ther fresh meat he smelled. In ther case with of it! I'm a biig, strong man .what could lick
Dart an' ther gal, it was different. . That was a a dozen like him, an' yet he knocked me down
she «l'izzly, an' she had her' cub with her. She twice."
grizzlies will always put up a fight when they've ·
"Yes, he done that all right, an' he' done it
got cubs with 'em. That's only natural, 'cause a mighty easy, too. You couldn't no more handle
mother is bound ter look after her young."
that boy than I could. Ther reason is 'cause he
"I :reckon Abe is tellin' you jest right, Hanley," wouldn't let yer. You couldn't git your hands
the scout remarked, with a grin. "When you on him. He was just as quick as a cat, an' when
go to sleep here to-night you kin shut your !}yes he hit out with his fist it went like a sledge
an' jest imagine that you're as safe as. y~r _are hammer."
"He didn't hit you, did he?" and Growler looked
when you're home in your own bed. It am t hkely you'll be disturbed afore mornin', unless them at him angrily.
"No, an' I don't want him to, either."
two galoots comes around lookin' for trouble. If
"Then, you don't know jest how I feel about
that happens, you might git woke up, but don't
,git scared, 'cause I reckon we'll take care of 'em it. Why, I'm sore yet where his fist landed on
me."
fast enough."
"Most likely yer a;re, Growler," and Butts acIt was o-etting dark by this time, so a couple
of lantern; were lighted, and the fire was allowed tually ~roiled.
to die 0ut. Hop knew that he. was expected to
"Don'f ,you go to laugh,ing at me!" the big
perform some of his magic for the benefit of the ruffian eclaimed, his eyes flashing. "I don't like
tenderfoot and the old hunter, so he sat puffing , it."
away at a big black cigar, waiting for the in"I ain't laughin' at yer. I was jest thinkin' of
'vitation. Presently it came, for Hanley nodded somethin', that's all."
"Yer was laughin' at me, but don't do it ag'in,
b him and said :
"Well, Hop, what are ,'.OU so quiet about?_"
Now then, I wan't yer ter understand that we're
"Me thlinkee 'boutee Chma and urn velly mcee · goin' ter keep right on after Young Wild West till
tea gardens and evelythling me see lere when me we git him. These two redskins don't feel very;
lille boy, so be," the Chinaman r'e plied, acting as- good after havin' lost their pard. I know that.
though he was feeling in a sentimental vein. ~ ' How about it, redskins?"
The two Indians grunted and sho9k their heads.
"Can't ""you go something that's funny, so
give us a chance to have a good laugh before we to signify that they a.greed with what he -.aid.
"That pard of yours was ter git ten dollars if
turn in for the n~ght?"
"Allee light. Me velly srnartee Chinee. Me he -shot Young Wild Wei,t," went on Growle,·, and
then he p1·oduced a handful of gold and silver
showee you nicee lillee tlick, so be."
"Go ahead and let's see what you kin do," spoke from his pocket. "Jest see how much I've got
up Abe Paterson.
"I ain't got much use for here."
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He counted over the money and showed that
he possessed· a trifle less than thirty dollars.
"That's all I've got left of what was comin' ter
me w~n I was paid off y'isterday," he went on
to say. "I wouldn't have as much as that if I'd
paid Sam Hatch what I owed him. But you
don't think I was goin' ter pay a rum bill after
havin' a row with him! Not much, an' m.e out
of work, too. Now then, redskins, you see how
much mon'e y there is there, 'cause I know yer
kin both count. 'fhere one of yer what kills
-Young Wild West }s g6in' ter git fifteen dollars
of this pile. Here it is."
He selected three five-dollar gold-pieces from
the bunch of coins he held in his hands, and began to jingle them: The eyes of the two redskins shone brightly, for fifteen dollars was a
big sum to them.
"You must remember," Growler continued,
speaking as impressively as he could, "that Young
West West shot your pard. That oughter make
yer feel like gittin' square with him."
"Boy no· shoot," Little Snake declared; shaking his head. "The big paleface with the long
hair shoot. Me see that, for me watch."
"Well, what's ther difference?" Growler demanded, angrily. "That galoot is one of Young
Wild West's pards, ain't he?"
Little Snake nodded in the affirmative.
"An' you kin kill him, too, can't yer?"
The Indian shrugged hls shoulders.
"There's fifteen dollars of good money if yer
do it, an' if you say -you will, we'll have a drink
of firewater."
That settled it. The two Indians at once
agreed to do anything the scoundrel desired. They
were treated to a liberal quantity of the liql;lor
he had with him, and then they rode along rather
slowly until they finally mounted the top of a
small peak.
·
"May as well stop here, Growler," observed
Butts, as he turned to his companion inquiringly.
"Sartin," was the reply. "That's what I ·come
up here for. We kin hide here among ther scruboaks an' see which way they .g o."
The four now <;iismounted, and leaving their
horses where they couid crop at the vegetation
that grew rather sparsely at the top of the hill,
they took positions from which they could watch
in almost every direction.
"There's one thing yer ain't been figurin' on,
G1•owler," Butts said, after a short silence.
"What's that?" demanded Growler, gruffly.
"Abe Paterson an' ther tenderfoot is with
Young Wild West an' his friends."
"I don't consider Abe Paterson an' ther tenderfoot as amountin' to anything. I'll take it on myself ter cleah them out, all right. But I will
say that I'm mighty afraid of Young Wild West
an' his pards. I wouldn't want ter let either
of 'em git a bead- on me. If I was as sly as
these two redskins, it would be different. But I'd
make a putty fist of sneakin' around ter git a
shot at any one, wouldn't I? I can't walk. two
feet without makin' a bi,g noise, an' as for creepin' throught ther bushes, I wasn't cut out for that
'kind of work. I'm too heavy an' clumsy, I s'pose."
The Indians, who could understand about every_
thing that was said, seemed rather pleased at

tbia.

"More firewater, Butts," said Little Snake, addressing the man he knew better than the leader.
"I ain't got nothin' ter do with that, redskin):
was the retort. "You'll have ter ask Growler.
He's ther boss:"
"What do yer want ter do, git drunk?" Growler
demanded, fiercely . .
"No get drunk," was the reply.
"I'll give yer both another drink, an' that's all
you'll git till night."
. He poured out some for each of them, and then
treated his companion, not fprgetting to take a
goodly quantity for himself. Then all four remained quiet, and it was not long before they
cought aight of our friends as they were pursuing their way along the mountain trail. They
waited until they had got beyohd them and were
out of sight, and then mounting their horses,
they started to follow them. ·rt was well toward
the close of the afternoon when they heard hoarses
coming behind them. Not wishing to be seen by
any one, Growler gave the command to ride into
a ravine on the right, and hide until those behind
them had passed. One of the Indians climbed
upon a rock and watched, and when he reported
that it was the ol_d hunter and the tenderfoot who
were passing, Growler gave a . nod. They waited
for fully twenty minutes then, after which they
mounted their steeds and hit the trail once more.
In this way .t hey kept on until the sun was sinking behind a distant range to the west. Then
they suddenly saw a column of smoke ascending
off to the right, perhaps a mile distant.
"There's where they are!" exclaimed Growler,
jubilantly. "Now then, we ain't got nothin' ter
do but ter wait. I reckon we may as well have
our supper right here. The1·e's water an' grass
for ther horses, so it's good enough."Fearing that the smoke from a fire might be
observed, they decided to eat a cold supper. The
two villains have provided themselves with
enough to eat for a couple of days, and no doubt
fearing that they might run short before·they got
back, Growler was ve1·y careful in dealing it out.
· But the Indians accepted what they got with
very good grace, and made no complaint. Then
they waited until it grew dark, and having located the exact direction they must take, Growler
clumsily swung himself upon the back of the big
broncho he had been riding, and led the party
over the straight rocky stretch that lay before
them. They kept on at a walk until the leader
thought they were gett_ing too close, and then he
whispered to his companions to dfamount.
"We'll do a little spyin' on 'em now," he observed, with _a grin. "I reckon I kin creep up
close enough ter see their camp, anyhow. When
I've done that, you two redskins kin sneak up an'
try ter git Young Wild West. Get him :first an'
then if ~ou feel like poppin' over ther big g~loot
as shot your pard, you kin do it. But you kill
Young Wild West, ap.' ther fifteen dollars in gold
is yours."
By this time it was so dark that objects could
not be distinguished very far away. Having received the promise of the two redskins to do aa
he wanted them to, Growler started to / walk in
the direction of the camp of our friends. The
rest went along with him, for they had tied their
horses so there was no danger of them strayinw.
Growler had spoken the truth when he said he
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tation. The yell he gave vent to stirred those
in camp to immediate action, and Young Wild
West bounded forward like a shot. He found
Charlie sitting upon the Indian he had kicked,
while the other lay dead upon the ground near
him.
"I got both of 'em, Wild!" Charlie said. "It's
ther two Injuns. They was sneakin' up here, an'
each of 'em had a rifle. They meant ter take a
shot at you, of course." .
"That's right, Charlie. "Just take care of the
one you are sitting on. I will go and look for
the two white scoundrels.''
Away the boy bounded through the darkness1
and when he had covered a few feet he hear<1
hurried footsteps ahead of him. On bounded
Wild, Jim Dart close at his heels. As they came
to the open stretch which the villains had been
compelled to cross in order to ·get in sight of the
camp, Growler and Butts appeared in the starlight. Their horses were so far away from them
that the two must have realized that it would
be a vain attempt to try and get to them. The
Bigger of the men suddenly turned to the left
toward a rocky cliff. Then Butts turned and caine
to a halt, at the same time throwing up his hands.
"I surrender, Young Wild West," he called
c,ut wildly. "Don't shoot, don't shoot!"
"Take care of him, Jim," our hero said, in his
cool and easy way. "The big fellow is the one I I
CHAPTER IX.-The Fate of Growler.
am anxious to get the most. I shall certainly
Hop Wah had just got going nicely with his take him back to Vi11ginia City if I catch him
al!ve, and then he will have to take what the law
magic perfo1·mance when Cheyenne Charlie, who deals
out to him."
had taken a notion to stroll about the vicinity
The boy had marked well the direction Growler
of the camp, suddenly became aware that some
one was creeping toward him through the bushes. took, and he was soon at the foot of the cliff.
Instead of turning and going back to the camp, As he stepp.e d along, pausing now and then to
he dropped close to the ground and began creep- listen, an ominous growl suddenly sounded close
ing cautiously forwa1·d. He had not igone very at hand. Wild gave a start. He knew very well
far when he satisfied himself that he had made that the sound had come from a bear, and a
no mistake. Somebody was surely creeping al- . grizzly, at that.
"Great Scott!" he eclaimed, under his breath.
most directly toward him. Revolver in hand, he
turned slightly to the left, so he wnuld be di- "It seems that there are plenty of grizzlies in this
rectly in the path of the approaching individual, section. Can it be that the big scoundrel had disand then he awaited. Two seconds later he was turbed one of them?"
Before he could conjecture any further, an
a human form within a few yards of him. Again
he gave a' nod, at the same time gripning the butt agonized yell sounded, and then the growling becf his revolver firmly. Slowly the creeping man came plainer, while the sounds of a struggle came
approached, and when he was within less than a to the boy's ears. Wild had no rifle, so he did not
dozen feet of the scene, another appeared behind want to get into a close conflict with the grizzly.
him. For the third time Charlie nodded. Dark as However, he was bent upon finding out what was
it was, he could easily tell that they were Indians, going on. He did not have to move a yard to do
and of course he knew their purpose in coming this, for suddenly there was a crashing sound,
there. They had been sent by Growler to kill and then out of an opening which he had failed
Young Wild West. The first one paused when he to observe in the darkness, a heavy object boundwas so close to the scout that it would have been ed. It rolled over upon the 1ground, and then he
easy for the latter to reach out and seize him by saw a man's legs kicking in the air for an inthe throat, and waiting till the other came up, stant. Wild Knew exactly what was going on.
said something to him in a low whisper. Charlie Gr.owler had run into the den of a grizzly, and
waited no longer. Gather ing· his muscles so he the bear was at that ver y moment hugging and
would have all his strength at his command, he clawing him to death. The boy could not stand
suddenly7eaped to an upright position and yelled: there and see even his worst enemy killed in such
a frightful manner, so quickl y pulling his hunt"Wow, wow!"
At the same instant he kicked one of the in- ing-knife, he leaped to the spot . Over went the
truders hard and sent him rolling. The other cumbersome beast, and a faint gasp told him
made a desperate attempt to turn a rifle upon tha t the man's life was all but crushed out of
him, but Charlie w as too quick for him, though him.
the weapon was dischar.ged, the bullet going high
It was a dangerous work, but dropping upon his
knee, the boy waited until the bear rolled over
into the air.
Crack! As the scout thrust the rifle upward again. He could tell which was the left side of
he raised his revolver and fired without any hesi- the grizzly, and when he found the 1·>1rht place
could not nroceed without making any noise, for
every few steps he took he caused a stone to rattle
on the ground.
But he was determined to get a view of the
camp, and finally he was able to do so. Leaning
upon a big boulder, he looked across a stretch of
perhaps two hundred feet and saw our friends
grouped close to the two tents. The two Janterns
lighted up the scene sufficiently for him to see
the faces of every one there. Laughter came to
his ears, too, and he saw one of the Chinamen
moving about in grotesque fashion,, he realized
that it was he who was causing the merriment.
"There yer are, redskins!" he said, turning to
the two rascally Sioux. "Now then, if you two
galoots can't sneak up close enough ter pop over
Young Wild West an' make sure work of it, yer
ain't worth a cent apiece."
"Ugh!" answered Little Snake, who was now
completely aroused, since the whisky he had imbibed had made a real savage of him again. The
other was in the same mood, and satisfied that
they really meant to carry out his wishes, Growler
leaned against the boulder, and waited to see
what would happen. Butts crept up to his side
and remained perfectly silent, while the two Indians, each with a rifle, crept away through the
darkness.
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to strike it, down came the keen-bladed hunting•
knife with a thud. Quickly pullinig back the
knife, he· leaped aside, just in time to escape a
blow from one of the animal's paws.
"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" a· voice called
out through the darkness.
"Come here, Hop,'! . the young deadshot an•
swered, quickly, for he recognized the speaker as
being the· clever Chinee.
"Strike· a match/ Hop. I just knifed a grizzly,"
said the young deadshot, coolly.
"All right, Misler Wild," and then Hop not only
struck ·a match, but applied the flame to a piece
of candle, which he took from his pocket. Wild
took the candle from him, and then, he · soo:'1 saw
that the grizzly was all but dead, t~ough it wa.s
still twitching convulsively. Near it lay the silent form of Growler. Wa iting until the bear
had entirely ceased its stug,gles, the young deadshot knelt down beside the man. A single glance
told , him that he was dead.
"Well I reckon that ·settles Growler," he said,.
as he a;ose and shrugged his shoulders.
,
"What was it, a grizzly, Wild?" Jim ~art a sked,
as he came forwi;trd, leading the te~rified Butts,
whose hands had been tied by a piece of stout
twine.
"Yes, Jim," was the reply. "It seems that
Growler in his desperate attempt- to escape ran
into a grizzly's den. He is as dead as a. doornail, too. I did it with my kn!_fe, thou~h it was
rather a difficult thing to do_m the dark. But
the first blow I landed went to the right spot.'!
When Butts saw the dead bear his friend lying
lifeless on the ground, he fainted away and was
taken to the camp. The redskin, who was no
other than the one called Little Snake, sat upon
the ground securely bound, a~d when, he saw
Butts brought in he looked at him sneermgly and
exclaimed:
"Paleface heap much fool! lfnjun heap much
fool."
"Blamed if you ain't got that jest right, redskin," Cheyenne Char~ie reto_rted, a s he g_av~
him a kick. "You sartmly was a fool ter try an
kill Young Wild West."
,
"Growler want to give fifteen dollars," was the
r etor t . "lnjun want money."
"Is that right, Butts ?" Wild asked, turning to
the trembling white rascal.
"Yes Young Wild West, that's right," was the
reply. ' "But let me &et down, won't yer? I feel
a wful sick."
. "Let him sit down, Jim."
,
Jim let go the man and he went to the ground
in a heap, showing that he really was very weak
from the excit ement he had undergone. Hop
kindly 'bra ced him agai:rist a ~ree and then
chucked him under the chm affect10nately, at the
same time saying:
·
"Velly nicee Melican man. Me likee you velly
muchee. You lookee nicee in um jail."
"Don't send meter jail, Young Wild West. L~t
me go. If yer do, I promise yer _I'll be g_ood ~her
rest of my days, I'll go back h~me. an' ~tnke ri~ht
in to work jest as soon as I km git a Job. I will,
J1onest."
.
,,
"Girls I wonder if he would keep his word?
Wild asked, as he tw:ned to his female compan-

ions.

.

"Perhaps he might," Anna answered, quickly.

"Surely he has had a severe lesson. It m:iight be
the means of reforming him."
"I think so, too, Wild," Eloise spoke up.
"Well, Et, what do you think of it?"
"If you leave it to. me, I say igive him a chanc~."
"All right, then, he shaU have it. But how
about the redskin?"
"I refkOn we ·had better hang him," the scout
called out, quickly. "He ain't no good, anyhow."
"We will talk it over in the mornip.g. I think
the best thing we can do is to keep the two prisoners here until to-mor row, and then we will start
them ba ck for the town. No doubt they would
just a s lief ,remain het"e until morning as not."
Our friends did not go back to .where the grizzly and the body of Growler lay until the following morning. They found them iust 11-s they had
been left, but did not disturb them just then.
vYhen breakfast had been eat en and the prisoners
had been su pplied with all they cared for, out'
hero turned to them and said:
'ic
"Now then, I am going to let you two fellows
go. But before you leave these parts I want you
to bury the body of your companions. I suppose you will agree to do that if we furni!!h a
sl:.ovel and pick."
"Sartin, Young Wild West," Butts answered,
eagerly, while the redskin gave a nod of asse:nt.
.Charlie and Jim saw to it that they did this,
and they said nothing when Butts took the money
from the dead man's pockets.
"I s'pose we kin divide this, can't we?" Butts
a sked, as he nodded towards Little Snake.
"Do as you're a might ter with it. We don't
want none of it," the scout answered, quickly.
"All right, then. Here, Little Snake; here's
your half. I reckon you have got putty nigh fifteen dollars, an' you didn't kill Young Wild West,
either. Now then, we'll go an' look for our
horses, an' light out for town."
Tne redskin gave a grunt, and then he started
;.tway with his white companion. Charlie and
Jim returned to the -camp with the pi.ck and
shovel, but not until they liad removed the pelt
from the dead grizzly. Our friends put in two
days more with the old hunter and the tenderfoot, and during that time four more grizzlies
were slain. But it had become tiresome now,
since they had no human enemies to contend with,
and early the following morning, they set out to
return to Virginia City.
They reached that place without mishap, bringing in with them consider able game. They found
that Butts l:iad returned, but nothing had been
seen of the rascally redskin. When they were
told that Butts had started in at work the day
after he· came back, and was sticking at it steadi•
ly, they all thought that perhaps the les_s on he
had been taught, might serve to make a better
man of him. Of course, no one in the town was
a bit sore over what happened to Growler. He
had been detested and feared, and it was rather
with a feeling of relief that many of the miners
talked about the incident.

Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG
WILD WEST TRAILING THE REDSKINS;
or, ARIETTA AND THE ABDUCTED MAIDEN."
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CURRENT NEWS
U. S. LIFE INSURANCE 55 BILLIONS
GRASS TOWELS IN PETROGRAD
Bundles of dried grass and flax are sold in the
The American people, with a total of .more than
streets near the public bath houses; to be---used as $55,000,000,000 life insurance in force, are more
towels by the bathers. They cost but a penny or heavily protected than the rest of the world toso, and are thrown away after use. Foreigners get her through a new yearly record during 1923
take their own towels, for while the grass serves of $11,719,000,000 paid in insurance, 'Edward D.
its purpose well enough it is found to be too tick- · Duffield, President of the Prudential Insurance
lish for their ,tender skins.
Company, said at the opening of the seventeenth
annual convention of Associated Life Insurance
Pr.e sidents at the Hotel Astor.
HIGH HEELS ROT PAVEMENT .
J. V. E. Westfall, Vice President of the EquiParis pavements are very largely of wood and
deteriorate very rapidly. When the cause was table Life Assurance Sociey, said only 10 per
sought by the city engineers, it was found that cent. of the brain power of this generation is at
the heels of women's shoes were largely respon- work. In presenting the need for more universal
sible. The feminine shoe heels are so narrow at education he asserted Thomas A. Edison has
the base as to be almost points, and these pene- added $15,000,000,000 to the world, and that any
trate the wood, punching- holes in which the water trained mind will give to the world more than its
settles, thus rotting the paving.
owner receives.

kEAD THIS

POWERFUL ,PETECTIVE STORY
OUT TODAY IN

MYSTERY MAGAZINE, No. 149
"DIRECT ACTION"
By DR. HARRY ENTON
It is an exciting novelette, full of detective work in running down the
crime of a Russian anarchist.

_ The magazine also contains a fine se•riat

"THE HAUNTED HOTEL"
By JOE BURKE
Among the short stories are the following, written by some of the best
writers of detective fiction in the world:

"Through the Keyhole," by Hamilton Craigie; "Home on Honor."
by Howard Philip Rhoades; "Saving the Sheriff a Job,". by A. Lenard;
"Blood for the Moon God," by Nels Leroy Jorge_nsen; "The Man in
the Yellow Ulster," by Dwiglit L. Alverson.
·
Then there are numerous special articles on police and detective subjects, such as "Girls as Decoys," "Lifers the Most Reliable Prisoners," etc.

GET A COPY-PRICE 10 CENTS
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OUT FOR A JOB

I

opening a can of soup put it on to heat; then cutting a big slice off the ham, he started to fry it,
determined upon a good supper in any case.
- _ Or, These preparations were fairly started, when
I
all at once Gus was startled by a loud knocking
The Adventures of an Office Boy
on the front door.
"Now what do you know about that?" muttered the office boy. "Is it the detective? Must
be, I suppose. Who else wourd d:i:eam of coming
By DICK ELLISON
he:i:e on a night like this? There he goes again.
I shall have to let him in, I suppose, or he'll beat
. I
the door down."
(A Serial Story)
It looked that way, for the pounding now became continuous. Gus threw back the door, but
CHAPTE~ VI.
it was not the red-faced man who stood outside.
The supposed detective would have made two of
The Bu-/ That Blew Into The Bungalow.
the slim little fellow . who had created such a
"What does he mean, I wonder?" thought Gus·, racket.
as he pulled down the channel. "I suppose it
The man was not over five feet six; his whole
must be smuggling. I don't see how it can be any- get-up was sli,ght in proportion. He had a little
thing else."
egg-shaped head, his left eye was missing, and the
He had come to this conclusion, but still, as lid closed. His clothing was of the shabbiest delong as he actually knew nothing about it, he fe!t scription and perfectly drenched at that.
perfectly justified iri obeying the orders of his
"Brother," he said, in a soft, wheedling voice,
employer.
"I'm about all in. Saw your light; thought perIt was hard pulling, indeed, 'Yith wind Jnd tide haps you could put me up for the night. I seem
a~ainst him, but Gus, wi~h his g!eat str~ngth, to have missed my way in' the storm."
did not mind it, and he gamed the island without
"I-I'm all alone here," stammered Gus. "I
difficulty.
don't know you, and--"
The wa'ter was almost up to the steps of the
"What!" cried the stranger, dramatically,
neat little bungalow, while as for the pier in • "would you refuse shelter to a dog on a night like
front, Gus wondered that it had not been washed this? Look at me! Consider what you are youraway. As the tide was still rising, he thought it self-a giant. You could crush me with one
would be safer to drag the boat up on the piazza, hand if I tried any tricks on you. Only a fish or
which he did without much difficulty, and he then a sea-gull ~uld survive a night like this in the
pl'oceeded to unlock the door.
open. Indeed, I doubt if any respectable fish
"I suppose I shall freeze to death," h_e growled. would try it on the surface of such a sea as is
"What am I going to eat if I stay over night? running now."
Upon my word, I never once thought of that. I
"You can come in," said Gus, moved to pity,
shall have to go back to Eastport for supplies."
"but I don't see how the deuce y9u ever got here."
He was all wrong, for when he came to look the
"Nor do I," replied the stranger, as he started
situation over he found both wood and coal in an through to the kitchen. "Thank heaven you have
outhouse, while in the kitchen pantry were a ham, a fire. You say you're alone here?"
potatoes, six loaves of bread seve1·al cans of soup,
"That's what I am. What is your name?"
salmon tomatoes and other vegetables.
"Name? It's Abel Bird, if you want to know.
The bungalow was very neatly furnished, and And your·s ?"
·
contained four rooms besides the kitchen, two of
"Gus Castle. How--"
which were supplied with heds.
"Wait! I am drenched. I am a subject for
It was now one o'clock, and the rain had set in pneumonia. Have you a change of clothes you
again harder than eve1·.
could loan me, or a blanket I could wrap about
Gus proceeded to build a fire in the kitchen me if I strip off these wet duds, young man?"
stove after which he prepa1·ed a good dinner, and
Now Gus had explored the bungalow thoroughhe sa't down to eat, wondering· how it was all go- ly, and among other things discovered two suits
ing to end.
of old clothes in a closet in one of the bedrooms,
Gu s, with his great sfrength, certainly could while in a certain bureau in the same room theye
have breasted the storm and returned to Steer's were shirts, underwear, stockings, etc., all of a
landinosize which led him to believe that they must be01 if he had chosen, but it would have been
at the expense of a thorough wetting, for the long to Mr. Abanao.
rain continued to pour in torrents.
Gus saw at a glance that thees things would
The office boy was glad when night finally come close to fitting the little man.
closed in upon him, lonely as his situation was,
"I can fix you up," he said._''but, really, I ought
for now he was able to draw the curtains and to know something about yo~ Mr. Bird."
light lamps, thus making things cosier, but there
"Sure, but for the love of Mike, let me get into
was no forgetting the storm.
dry clothes first, Gus. Excuse my familiarity on
The wind howled most dismally.
short acquaintance. In spite of your size, I can
He could hear the waves dashing against the see that you are only a boy, while I'm old enough
~ier for it was now low ~ater.
.
to be your daddy. Go the whole figure, Gussy.
"I'm· booked for the mght," Gus told himself. Feed me, clothe me,. sleep me, and you'll never
"Surely no one can come till the storm lets up, regret it, believe me."
rwherover they are coming from or how."
(To be continued.)
Jie brightened the fire with fresh coal, and
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GOOD READING
BALSA-WOOD FOR REFRIGERATORS
Much lighter than cork, and composed of thinwalled air cells, balsa is an ideal heat insulator.
This wood is shipped from the t r opics a s a deckload on fruit steamers and is used in cold storage
plants, refrigerator cars and in household refrigerato1·s . In the latter case balsa wood forms
the framework and insulation in one, a thickness
of two inches of it being u sed throughout. The
insulation is then lined inside and out with fivesixteenths of an inch of artificial stone having
mangasite a s a base.
A MACHINE TO MEET THE RABBIT
PLAGUE
.
One way t o deal with rabbits, the great Australian plague, is to dig up their burrows. This
hc•wever, is la rgely a loss of effo rt, fo r the rabbits
reonen the bur rows as fa st as the workers can
• destroy them-if not faste r . Mr. E. K. Bowman,
of Wargundy, has invented an interesting appa1·atus that attacks the problem from the other
side. He fill s up the holes instead of digging
them out, and he does this by machine. Roughly
speakir>g, what he has is a tractor that carries
two tanks1 one of earth and one of water. The
earth is kept replenished bv a digging element at tached to the machine. The ear th from the one
tank and the water from the other are mixed by
a revolving concrete mixer , and passed down a
chute, from which the mixture is- dfrected into
th e burrows. After drying, this mixture sets like
cement; and the animals make no effort to reopen
the burrow.
A "MYSTERY BOTTLE" THAT FORECASTS
THE WEATHER
An hermetically sealed bott le fi lled with what
looks like a mix ture of red sand and yellowish
liquid, known to be at least three centuries old, it
attracting the attention of French scientist s, as
it is reputed to be the only infallible weather
prophet extant. 1he bottle is in the possession of
an aged Britt;my fa r mer, in whose fam ily it has
been handed down from fathe r to so.1 for ten
generation s.
When it is going to rain,._ the solid par ticles
gather in round clus:ters, and when snow is coming white flakes appear, while if hail is on the
way, the entire mixture becomes viscous.
These auguries al'e so accurate that farmers
f or miles around telephone the owner of the magic
bottle when they wish to make certain that their
crops will not be damaged by another da y's delay in the field s.
T he F;rench Academy of Science is sending a
committee of chemists t o study the strange vial,
·but the farmer says he will not permit it to be
opened, fearing that exposure to the air may
ch ange the chemical nature on which the phenomena depends.
A s imilll.r bottle owned by the man's grandfather· burst with a loud repoTt forty years ago
when a September hailst orm was followed by a
suowfall tha t t urned into a light di-izzle.

ANCIENT CANOES FOUND IN JERSEY
A dredger at work on Lake Witteck, near Butler, N. J ., br ought to the surface recently three
well preserved cedar bottoms of sunken canoes,
which, when examined recently by P.rof. Foster
H. Saville of the Museum of the American Indian
of the Heye Foundation, were attributed to the
ancient Ramapo Indians and were believed to
have belonged to some pre-Colonial period. Profe ssor Saville said that the ca noes might easily
be more than 1,000 years old.
One of the bottoms was intact, the other two
were incomplete. The sides and inner structure
on all were missing. From -the· proportions of
those parts found Professor Saville estimates tha t
the canoes would transport about twenty-five per sons and were probably for war purposes. One
argument advanced for their antiquity is that the
cedar u sed in the canoe bottoms vanished from
New .Jersey long before the advent of the white
.
man.
Lake Witteck originally covered but about 50
acres. It was probably used, according to Professor Saville, as a portage statjon by the· Ramapos. When a dam was built it increased t he
size of the lake several times. Lake Witteck is
in the New Jersey peat belt, and t he raising of
the water level in the •lake- caused portions of t he
peat bed, which formed the bottom, to break loose
and rise, forming floating islands.
The canoe bottoms were f ound in one of these
floating island s which the dredges were removing 'from the lake. The peat has a great preservative quality, according to Professor Saville.
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INTltllESTING RADIO NEWS AND HINTS
GROUNDING
If you haven't water pipes in your house, a
good ground can be made by driving a galvanized pipe four or five feet into moist earth.
,MOUNT TUBES IN A VERTICAL POSITION
Always mount vacuum tubes in a vertical posi,tlon. If they are placed horizontally the heated
:filament will have a tendency to sag and come in
contact with the grid, making the tube useless.
BEWARE OF PASTE
Never use acid paste as the flux for soldering
taps to coils. When heated, the paste will flow
between the turns, penetrating the insulation and
form a high frequency leak between the turns.
In many cases · it has short circuited the turns.
Use rosin core solder throughout.
CLEAR RECEPTION
Here is a wrinkle worth trying.
Did you ever listen in for a few minutes before breakfast? If you never have, try it some
morning when the alarm clock was a little early.
The air is remarkably clear, and there are just
enough stations working to make it interesting.
There is a sprinkling of l's, 2's and 3's, an occasional 8, and even some distant boiled-owl of a 9
saying "GN go to sleep now."
LOOPING FOR TAPS
When . forming loops for taps two or three
tight turns are sufficient. Excessive twistin 6
might cause a break at the twist, and it would
be har dly noticeable until the coil has been wired
into the circuit.
When soldering leads to the loops, do not ex~
Ht an unnecessarily heavy pull on the lead. The
wire on the winding form will stretch, and the
adjacent turns will become loose.
Al ways test a coil for continuity after the
winding has been completed. This will preclude
any possibility of wil'ing a coil with broken leads
into the circuit.
VIBRATIONS CAUSE INTERFERENCE
When some sets are in operation a ringing
s ound is heard in the phone if the least jar affects
the cabinet or the table on which the set stands.
The ringing continues for some time after the
table has been jarred. Such a noise makes tuning impossible, especially when the signals are
f aint.
These microphonic noises, as they are called,
a re caused by the tubes amplifying the mechanical vibrations, and the elements of the tubes,
chiefly the grid, are also set in vibration by the
jar. The practical way to eliminate this ringing
annoyance is to cushion the tube socket and
mountings on strips of sponge rubber or light
springs, so the mechanical shocks will be absorbed and not be transmitted to the tube. Heavy
Jfelt 1a sometimes used in place of rubber. Never

mount the detector or amplifier tubes directly to
trouble in this respect, depending upon the support given to the grid plate and filament.
The cushioning effect is likely to be lost if rigid
wire is used to connect the tube sockets. Flexible wire should be employed because it will not
transmit vibrations like a solid conductor. Many
of the new tubes on the market are very susceptible to mechanical vibration, and in some cases
even a pencil dropped on the table will create the
ringing noise.
RADIO WAVES TRAVEL WESTWARD
In the two-way transatlantic broadcast test
just concluded the complete programs of several
American stations were heard each night in England, but the reception of English stations here
was weak and in most cases so uncertain that
ccmplete proof is lacking. Because th e real reason for the difficulty in getting messages from
Ei:igland is not fully understood, conjectures have
covered every phase of radio theory. The reason
given by the greater number of engineering authorities can be found in the quality of equipment u sed in England.
It is wo rthy of note that the United States
stations hea r d across the Atlantic were all equipped with a high grade of transmitter, the result
of years of intensive research work by eminent
engineer s. Some broadcasting in thi s country has
assumed , tremendous proportions. The development of the transmitter has been altered to keep
pace with the quality of programs and the demands of the ra dio audiences.
In England, on the other hand, broadcasting is
a much more recent industry and becaus~ of the
stringent laws there, has developed much less
rapidly and decisively. As a result the transmission of the concerts is not carried out a s efficiently as here and the quality of both programs and
the transmission are far below t hose enjoyed
nightly by radio enthusiasts in America . .
-Yet even in this statement tkere is a contradiction for station 51T at Birmingham is completely equipped with apparatus of American design with -microphone to. antenna switch. The
same transmitter is used at 51 T that is being
used nightly and with such · satisfactory results
at WOR, WEAF, WHAB and WDAR. These
latter stations are heard r~gularly in England,
but the same set does not cross the Atlantic from
east to west.
These peculiarities of radio transmission and
reception which make the industry so interesting
to the army of "fans" are no more strange than
the discoveries of engineers of Marconi in the
Antipodes. Equipped with special direction finding loop aerials, these experts stationed in New
Zealand, eight to twelve thousand miles from the
high powered transmitting stations of Europe
and the United States, were surprised to note
that the code signals had their own preferertce as
to the direction of travel. Some of the messages
preferred to travel several thousand more miles
around the world in one direction rather than
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take the shorter direct route. Whether this
phenomenon is caused by the action of the sun as
it travels around the earth, or can be laid to
deposits of metal, is a proffl.em that the engineers
are even now working on. Perhaps in the answer
to their problem will be found the solution now
interesting the amateurs in thi.s country and
Europe: Why do concerts travel west to east
easier than from east to west.
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RADIO FREQUENCY GIVES DISTANCE

Ordinarily there is little to be gained in the
addition of one stage of radio frequency amplification to a regenerative receiver, . but in some
instances such as the Reinartz tuner, the added
stage appears to give the set the final touch to
make it the most selective apparatus of its
type.
Amateur have been reluctant to try radio
frequency in conjunction with regeneration since
usually the two have refused to combine with any
RADIO PARTS
great success. Particularly :was this t xue with
Some of the terms u sed in ra.dio are long the transformer type of coupling. With the
enough to frighten the beginner. He hears words improvements in tuned radio frequency and eslike "potentiometer," " rheostat," "variometer," pecially in the apparatus developed f or these
and is sometimes discouraged at the very start. mterstage couplings the u sual drawbacks have
disappeared.
They are really harmless.
Many radio enthusiasts have read that radio
He hears others talking about radio frequency
and audio frequency and promptly becomes sub- frequency amplification could not be added to a
merged in a sea of words that he cannot even Reinartz because the latter circuit was based on
a periodic or or untuned primary. The premise
begin to comprehend.
The word "potentiometer" is probably the was wrong, although the latter fact was corlongest and most confusilljg word of the lot. The rect. The primary is untuned, but the secondword sounds a lot worse than the actual instru- ary is sharply tuned by tap switches and the 23
ment, which is nothing more or less than a very plate condenser. If the argument had held any
high resistance, which is used sometimes in cir- weight the conclusion still would have been
cuits. It frequently comes in handy in the set, wrong for the simple reason that the radio freand is also called a stabilizer, because it actually quency coupling device handled the output of the
will stabilize the circuit. It balances the current tube and not the input.
t:> the best advantage, and a slight change will
An excellent receiver with a high sensitivity
sometimes improve the received signals much.
and an unusually high degree of selectivity can
Every battery, be it a dry o.r wet cell, furnishes be assembled by combiniI1tg the plain Reinartz
what is called direct current. The other kind of tuner, one stage of tuned radio frequency amcurrent, usually in the electric light circuit, is plification and one stage of good audio frequency
alternating current. Direct current means the amplification.
·
current all flows in one direction, while in alThe interstage coupling by which the tuning
ternating current it changes at intervals.. This is accomplished should consist of a variometer
is called frequency. Thus we have in your light- containing at least sixty-five turns on rotor and
ing circuit, "110 volt, 60 cycles A. C.," which stator respectively, The variometer should be
means that 110 volts is given at 60 alternations selected by its radio characteristics. The cleara second. The frequency in this case is 60 cycles, ance between rotor and stator should be a s small
the words meaning the complete change from as possible. The wire should be a s large as will
positive to negative and back ag ain. Positive allow the required turns to be placed within the
and negative are two terms which denote in availble limits and the substance out of which
which direction the current flows and, as explain- the frame and rotor ball are made should be
ed above, in alternating current it flow s alternate: either of thoroughly dried nonresinous wood,
ly in both dix.ections, while the battery has a
or composition having low high frequency
,
flow of one direction only.
losses.
Because alternating current flows in both diIf it is found impossible to secure a variometer
rections, it cannot be used in the delicate · apparatus u sed for receiving radio signals and with the full number of turns it is not advisabll!
music, and it cannot be used for charging up a to attempt to increase the tuning range by inrun-down battery. In the former case, unless serting a condenser across the entire instrument.
elaborate apparatus is u sed, it will cause a loud In general it would be best to give up the idea
hum in the head receivers and the set will not rather than work with the makeshift.
The tube for the radio frequency stage plays
operate, while in the case of the battery, it will
take out just as much as it puts in and will in a far more important part in the action than
time ruin the battery. For this r eason use a is usually credited to it. Not every type of tube
battery charger or rectifier, which changes the and not every tube in a suitable type will be
found to work properly. Instead of amplifying
alternating current into direct current.
A tent for determing the polarity of a battery the high frequency impulses fed to the tube
is to connect wires to the terminals and immerse through the secondary of the Reinartz, the tube
the ends in a glass of water containing a small elements being so close together act a s conamount of salt. The wire that bubbles is always densers and merely pass the impulses straight
the negative or mi:nus side. If this is done with · through, short circuiting the regular tube action.
the lighting current, connect an electric light in Ii this circuit is worked out, it will be wise to
series with cine wire, · otherwise a fuse will be experiment with an a ssortment of hard tubes
blown out. If bubbles form on both wires equally, until the best one is found. Then and only
the current is alternating and cannot be used then will the full measure of results be secured
from the single radio frequency stage.
for charging.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
A HUGE RUBBER TREE
What is believed to be the largest rubber tree
in the wor.ld stands in the Brazilian territory of
Acre, on the frontier of Bolivia. Its stem is 27
feet 2 7-10 inches in circumference at the base.
For 120 da:ys every year this colossus gives twen. ty-two pounds of rubber a day. At present prices
this brings in a fair interest on about $50,000 to
its owner, 3: family of seven Seringueiros.
WAS PAID FOR BEAR'S BITE
Frank B. McDaniels of Corcord, N. H., a former policeman, received $1,050 in settlement of
a suit he had brought against Raymond W. Gordon of Indian Head for injuries received when a
trained bear owned by Gol'don bit him. The case
was marked for trial in Merrimack County Superior Court but was settled out of court.
McDaniels asserted that he was among othe1:s
watching the bears and that a small girl offered
one a bottle of "pop," that the bear sprang at
her and he jumped in and pulled her out of reach,
whereupon the bear turned on him and bit him
severely on the arm_.
GOOD ACTING WINS PARDON
Because W. A. Reeves, a British veteran of the
World War,'-.J)roved to be a good actor in the
recent musical comedy given in Sing Sing 1o the
outside public, the State Board of Parole, which
had refused to release him last month, decided to
set him free. Warden Lewis E. Lawes, who liked
the talent shown by Reeves in the prison show,
was among those who urged his release.
In the show Reeves played the 1·6le of a forme:r
Sing Sing prisoner who had just been released
from prison and who, when tempted, not alone decided to reform himself but tried to teform other
crooks. He has overstayed hl:s minimum sentence for embezzlement of funds of his employer.

BLIND JESUIT INVENTS WAY TO TRISECT
ANGLE
Credit for working out the simplest method yet
devised to Derfo11n the feat of trisectill.l? an an-

gle goes to Rev. Henry J. Wessling, S. J., according to the . professor of mathematics and as.
tronomy at Woodstock College, Md.
The trisection of any angle presents some difficulties even to the experienced geometrician, and
there are several methods now in use to accomplish it. The Rev. Edward C. Phillips, S. J., the
professor who · made the announcement, aroused
much interest when he added the fact that Father
Wessling, the inventor, is totally blind.
The exact method by which the trisection is
obtained is rather technical and difficult to explain. The fact that it was developed by a blind
man makes it sufficiently remarkable in itself.
Father Wessling lost his eyesight ,while a student of chemistry at Canasius College, Buffalo,
when an unforeseen explosion blew out his eyes.

LAUGHS
Visitor (lifting little Irene)-Goodness, Irene,
but you are solid! Little Irene-Course I am.
Did you think I was plated?
Host-Why did you strike my dog? He only
sniffed at you. Visitor-Well, you don't expect
me to wait until he tasted me, do you?"

:r'

"Yes, I was awfully fond of that girl, and believed her to be perfect; but I saw something
about her last night that made me ill." "What
'
was that?" "Anot¥er fellow's arm."
Doctor-Well, Matthew, did you take those pills
I sent you yesterday? Patient-Yes, doctor; but
couldn't 'e do 'em up. in something different?
Them little boxes be terrible hard to swallow. ·
He-I'm going to Morienbad to take the. waters
and thin down a bit. She-Why, aren't you thin
enough? He-No; I've just had a dozen shirts
made, and they fit me too tightly round the neck.
Sachs (to friend in restaurant)-Well, and
Friend-Splendid, splendid!
how'.s business?
Why, I can't even get my meals at the right time.
Just see what I'm eating no}V. It's my breakfast
of yesterday.
A bdy who had been absent from school for several days returned with his throat carefully
swathed, and presented this note to his teacher:
"Please don't let my son learn any German today. His throat is so sore he can hardly speak
English."
- "I don't see why !People come here for their
health!" growled Barker. "It strikes me as being very unhealthy!" "It is now," said the land....
lord. "So many people have come here for health
and. got it that our supply has-been exhausted."
"Johnny, here is anotri.er note from your
teacher. He says I might as well take you out of
school. You are quite hopeless." "It ain't me,
mamma. I hope to. be big enough some day to
lam the everlastin' daylia-hts out of him!"
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
JAPANESE LIKE. ICE-CAKED MORSELS
An American steamship captain recently presented Japanese royalty with a large salmon
frozen in a cake of ice. Greeted with awe and
wonder by the thousands of daily visitors to the
imperial household, the idea has developed into
a fad throughout Japan. Butchers, fish dealers
and grocers display in their windows various
forms of sea life encased in a solid ice cake.
WORLD'S BIGGEST FILM STUDIO
The largest moving picture studio in the world
soon is to be erected in the borough of Queens,
the ownership to be co-operative.
Arthur S. Friend, president of Distinctive Pictures Corporation, who is the principal promoter
of the new plant, after a careful survey, has
decided that pictures can be made here cheaper
and more effectively than in Hollywood.
Richard A. Rowland of the First National Company will take part in the project, and Samuel
Goldwyn, E. L. Smith of Inspiration and Henry
M. Hobart of Distinctive will be part operators.
The site of the plant, not yet made known, will
be "within twenty minutes of the theatrical district," and it was added it would allow the erec;
tion of a series of studio units providing at the
outset for nine stages.
Actual construction will begin within sixty
days. William 0. Hurst, studio expert, has completed the plans.

in comparative darkness, almost stumbled or,-e.i~
a man absolutely covered -with hair. There was .
scmething so unnatural, so weird and other-worldJike about the man that a fe.e ling akin to fear
seized the police officer. The man looked for all
the world like a beast. • Immediately the · gendarmes were summoned, and they proceeded to
drag the man by force into the daylight. He
fought like a tiger, scratching and biting the
gendarmes dangerously. At last he was conveyed, amidst a scene of the utmost confusion, to
the hospital. Here it was discovered that his
name was John Labanez, and that he had lived
for twenty-seven years in the cave and fed upon
plants. The discovery awakened considerable fear
among the superstitious country folk.
HOW

LIGHTHOUSE
LIGHTS
ARE
OPERATED
When you see a modern lighthouse flashing its
pencil-like beams many miles across the sea you
instinctively remark:
"What · a powerful light a lighthouse must
have!" .
But if you looked inside the lamp-house at the .
top of the white tower you would be astonished
to see only a tiny silk incandescent mantle, n:o
larger than four inches high and only three inch.ea
across.
The mantle is made of the finest silk it is possible to produce.
·
With this tiny mantle it is possible to get a
INTERESTING ITEMS
light equal to 2,100 candle-power. The fuel which
Sapph1res comprised nearly two-thirds of the · is used is shale oil, which comes from Scotland,
value of gem materials produced in the United and is specially prepared for the purpose. The oil
States last year.
is vaporized into gas by means of heat and air
A German aviator with a gigantic monoplane pressure. So economical is the apparatus that it
plans to attempt a transatlantic flight from Spain gives this tremendous light-power for an hour
to Halifax with a stop at the Azores.
on two and a quarter pints of oil only.
Before a fire brigade can start for a fire in BerAlthough 2,100 candle-power is very powerful,
lin, Germany, the members must all fall in line it would not be strong enough to penetrate thirty
in military fashion and salute their captain.
miles across seas, and to do this powerful reflecGlasgow has begun to provide its policemen tors must be u sed.
with warm food and tea when on night duty by
These reflectors are built up of hundreds of
installing a ·number of electrically heated plates pieces of cut glass called prisms. These are each
in signal boxes at a number of points easily · of a triangular section, and are long and curved
reached.
I
in shape, something like the ribs of a human beA watch made entirely of ivory-works, hands ing. The gas-mantle is surrounded by these
and case-is the production of M. Henri Hou- prisms, and the;v are arranged so that they reriet, of Chaux-de-Fonds, S,vitzerland. The ma- flect every particle of light through two bull'sterial employed was taken from a billiard ball. eyes fixed at the opposite side. So cleverly a.re
The watch keeps good time, varying only about a they ai-ranged, and so intensely do they magnify
minute ·a month.
the light, that the illumination has a strength of
A Windsor, Kansas, man found a swarm of 700,000 candle-power when it passes out of the
bees in a locu st tree in his yard. He sawed off bull's-eyes and is thrown across the seas. This
a limb and fastened a hive there, but the bees vast mass of · cut glass is cemented into a cirdeclined it and continued filling the hollow tree cular steel frame, and the whole weighs 3½ tons.
with honey. Wishing to secure the c1·op, the This steel frame revolves slowly when the lamp
owner cut down the tree eighteen inches from the is lighted, so that the lighthous flashes one or two
ground. The stump was fuJ.l of honey. Then he beams every minute or so. This is done by an au•
sawed the tree three feet higher and got ~ barrel tomatic machine.
,
.
of honey. He sawed again four feet higher and
This 3~ tons of glass and steel runs in a bath
of solid mercury or quick-silver. · Mercury is
the honey extended almost to the end.
Recently, while the chief of police was hunting used to make it revolve smoothly, and so easily
in a wood near Szatmar-Nemeti, Austria, he dis- does it revolve that a girl can push this heavy
covered a cave, and, after proceeding ·some way mass around with the strnngth of her little finger.
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HERE AND THERE
EYES SHOW STATE OF HEALTH
The latest method of determining the condition of a patient's health is through a close examination of the eyes. A prominent physician
recently lectured before a group of students during which he told them that he could always determine the condition of a patient's blood by the
color of the iris, the lighter the color, the clearer
the blood_and vice-versa. Various other parts of
the body had a given area in the iris and the condition of the various parts of the body could be
ascertained by the eye.
POTATOES IN GERMANY GOING BAD
Frederick William I had a hard time introducing the potato into Prussia. · He forced the invalids in the- charity hospitals to eat them, and
used his army in compelling the peasants to plant
the tubers. And to-day the government is having a hard time holding the republic together because of the lack of potatoes in many sections, and
. their extremely high price. Many\- Germans who
have provided themselves at great cost with
enough potatoes for the winter are honified to
:ftnd they are not keeping well. Agriculturalists
predict all the potatoes will spoil.
CAPTURING THE HUMMINGBIRD'S SHEEN
· The brilliant metallic lustre and beautiful iridescent colors of the hummingbird's throat, long the
despair of artists, have been captured at last and
transformed to canvas.
Frank Bond, chief clerk in the Land Office in
Washington, is the man who' has accomplished
this feat. His . process is patented.
His invention "relates to a process of reproducing in pictures the natural lustre or sheen of
the feathers of birds or other objects, so that such
pictures not only will be faithful reproductions
of the natural colorings of the birds, but also of
the lustre of their plumage."
Mr. Bond has given several privat~ exhibitions
of his paintings and has attracted the attention
of many artists. He has painted seventeen species
of American hummingbirds and the most difficult
parts to picture, the throat and certain areas of
the crown, were brought out in all their natural
beauty.
Broadly speaking, the process is based on the
reflection of light through properly colored trans,par.ent material laid on the canvas and afterward
traced with characteristic feathering. By this
, :method the metallic sheen is reproduced almost
~erfectly.
HOW PRISONERS ESCAPE
'l'he1·e never has been so good a foundation as
, people suppose foi: ihe stories that abound in ro1,nance about prisoners tunneling through stone
walls and under the- ground with no tools but a
Idull case-knife or something of the kind. Of
l-urse such things have happened, but they are
as much out of date as the other incidents of the
•Konte Cristo school of . novels. The boring
:through or ·under the walls of a well-built modern

prison would be about as possible as to go goldmining successfully in a quartz ledge with no
tdols but a steel pen. The only practical method
now is to get past the guards, either by an artifice of bribery or by a bold dash. This is occasionally done, even now, when prison discipline
has been carried to that point where it is almost
impossible to outwit the guards.
It is exceedingly difficult for prisoners to establish communication with outside confederates,
though there may be other convicts whose terms
are just expiring, in which case of course, it is
comparatively easy;
To smuggle clothing into a prison, however, is
almost an impossibility without the connivance of
some keeper, guard or citizen, for everything
that is brought inside the place is examined carefully by one -or more of the· kee:pers, and the convicts are not allowed to see 1t until it is examined. Then, of course, anything like proper
watchfulness at the entrance of a prison would
block such a plan .
One case of this kind, -however, was plotted
carefully and carried out successfully. . It caused
a great hue and cry at the time, and no similar
case has been known since.
An obvious e:ii:pedient, which seldo·m succeeds
for a number of reasons that are equally obvious,
is the bribing of a keeper. It was tried successfully, however, in 1873, by "Jim" Brady, alias
"Albany Jim," and by "Billy Miller." Brady was
-a bank burglar who had returned from prison,
and Miller was, at the time mentioned, serving
a ten years' sentence as a hotel thief. They offered one of the prison guards a one--thousanddollar bill to aid them in escaping, and he took
the bribe. They got away successfully and were
out for considerable time before they were rearrested, which both were eventually in New York
City. Brady was caught by a detective from headquarters, but he would not surrender when called
on .to do· so and jumped through a window in the
effort to escape again. The detective shot him
as he jumped, and then captured him without difficulty. The keeper's complicity with the escape
had already been discovered, and he was tried and
convicted of the offense and sentenced to five
years in the State prison himself.
One of the famous escapes from Sil).g Sing was
that of May 14th, 1875, when four men working,
near the cut in the prison grounds through which
the railroad passes dropped from above on a locomotive. They were armed with dummy pistols,
which they had made of wood, and with these
they threatened the engineer and fireman, frightening them so badly that they jumped off. One
o:( the four understood engines well enough to
start this one up, and after uncoupling it from
th~ train ran two miles at full speed. Then they
jufnped off and scattered through the country.
They were all caught ·and returned to prison. One
was Pe-tE!'r McKenna, a "life man," ana another
was William, alias "Shang" Hawley, who was
serving a five years sentence for burglary. Tke
other two were Steve Boyle, a "butcher cart
·
chief," and, Charley Woods, a burglar.
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There is such an urgent demanci for practical, trained Draftsmen that I
am making this special offer il1 order to enable deserving, ambitious and
bright men to get into this line of work. I will teach you to become a
Draftsman and Designer until you are Drawing a salary of $250.00 a
month. You need not pay me for my personal instruction or for the complete set of instruments. But you must take advantage of this special offer at once.

S300 a Month Salary·S 4§0on tbeSideatHonae!
That's the kind of money my drafting students make.
Read what this one says:
"As a beginner I am doing fine. Am earning a salary
of $300 per month, besides I made over $450 at home the
last two months, drawing plans for private parties. The..
practical drafting traininf you gave me by mail put me
where I am in less than six month's study. Thank you/or
all your personal interest and help you gave me so far.'
(Signea) ]. B.
(Name and address upon request)

Chic# Draftoman Dobe

I Guarantee
To Train You Until You Are

Placed in a Position Paying
up to $250 and $300 a ·Month

Write and I'll tell you how I make you a first•
class, big-money-eruning draftsm,;m in a very
few months! I do this by a method no other
man nor institution can imitate. I give you
personal training at home by mail until you
are actually placed in a position paying up to
$250 and $300 a month. Six thousand drafts•
men are wanted every month.

F ree B 00k

This Outfit FREE
And more-I give you a whole • et of drafting tools the minute yoo
become my student. Yoo aet every tool you need. A magnificent
set of ins~enta whlch will build yo~r success lo draftsmanship.
I! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _
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Send Coupon Today ~ a
No matter what plans you have for the future. Get
this great book- Successful ~ftsmanshi\)." Find
out about the simply marvelous opportunities ahead
now. How the world needs draftsmen, engineers,
architects and builders. What great salaries and pos•
sibilities there are! Send coupon for free book today.
0

Chief Draftsman, Engineers Equipment Co.
1951 Lawrence AYe,

Div. 10.91

Chicago, Ill.
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Chief Draftsman, Engineers ·Equipment Co.
1951 Lawrence A...e.

Div. 10-91
Cbica110, Ill.
Without any obligation whatsoever, please mail you~ oook,
"Successful Draftsmanship", and full particulars of your
liberal "PersonaUnstruction" offer to few students.

Name . •••••••••••• .- •••••••••••• Age • •• • ••• , , •·
Address ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • i

•

--------------------:•

Post Office •••••••••

-1 • • • • • • • • • • •

State ••• , •• ,••••~

Lii lLE ADS

'W'rll. to Rikn- l!I Ki•t, Adoertisi•t Offic,&, 1133 Broadway! _N~ York Clly,_ or
t9 East MadisoH Street, Chicago, for particulars abot1t advertmHg .,, tlus mago.s••'·

AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS, eell Wolverlno Laundry Soa1>.

Wonderful repeater and cood profit maJcer. Free Auto to hustlers.
Wolverine Soap Co .. DepL B 42, Grand Rapids, Mlch.
AGENTS WANTED TO ADVERTISE our goods and
distribute free samples to consumers; 90c an hour;
Products Co.,

m~ ~~r11!1f Bflf.i~ri:innfil.eric_an

s~:u~:u:°iitm~~r!tu:~re~ 111 ~~r s::e a~~!:
Laboratories, Dept, 542 . Lyncbbur11. Va.
88
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HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE.

Opportunity for men and women
tor secret tnnsticatlon 1n your district. Wrlte C. T.
Ludwlr. 521 \Vestover Blda: .. Kansas City, Mo.
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE. Work home
or travel experience unnecessary. Wrlte George \Vagper, former Govt. Detective, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.,
Dopt. R.
EARN $20 weekly spa.re time, at home. addreaslnc,
mailln~ mu.sic, cl.rculan. Send 10c for music, lnfor•
matlon. Amer1can Music Co., 1658 Broadway, Dept.
GS. N. Y .

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc., are wanted for publl·
cation. Submit MSS. or write Literary Bureau, 515
llannlbal, Mo.
'

PERSONAL
DO YOU WANT NEW FRIENDS? Write Betty Lee,
lnc., 4254 Broadway, New York City, Stamp appreciated.

PERSONAL-Continued
MARRIAGE PAPER-20th year. Ble lssuo wltb descrlptlont, photos, names aud addresses. 25 cents. No
other tee. Sent sealed. Box 2265 R, Boston. Uaaa.
MARRY IF LONELY:
"Home Maker''; hundreds
rich; con.fldenUal; reliable; yeare &xperience; descrlotlons free. "The Successful Club," Box 556, Oakland,

Cllllfornla.
MARRY-Free pboto&'raphs, dlrec~ory and descrlpUons
of wealthy meruber,!I. Pay wnen married. New Plan
Co., Dept. S6, Kans.. Clty, Mo.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY wltb photos and
descriptions free. Pa, when married. Thfl Exchatlie,
Dept. 545, h.ausas Clt,y, Mo.
MARRY
HEALTH,
WEALTH -Thousands;
worth
$5,000 to $100,000; d .. lre marrlaee. Photos, deacrlptlons free.
SUNFLOWER CLUB, B-SOO, Cimarron,
Kansas.
MARRY GI RLI E-Wcalth $50,000, but lonesome. oh.
Irene. Irene, Box 55, Oxford. Fla.
MARRY-Write for bli new directory with phOtoo and
descriptions Free. National Aa-ency, Dept. A, '.Kansaa
City, Mo.
PR ETTY GIRL wants a sweetheart. Write, enclostna:
envelope. Doris Dawn. South Euclid, Ohio.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. Eaptiaa
secrets. Black art, other rare books. Catalog free.
Star Book Co.. 1R24, 122 F ederal St .. Camden, N. J.
SWEETHEARTS' Corresponde,ice Club.
StamJ)Od envelope for sea.led pr0p0sal. Lillian Sproul, Statton
H, Cleveland. Ohlo.
TWO MARRIAGE CLUBS, one prlco. Leaaue, Box 35.
Toledo, Ohio. or Leairue, Box 866, Denver. Colo.
WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? We'll tell you. Bead
30c and birth date to Character Studies, 1515 Masontc Temple. New York City.
WINTER IN FLORIDA, marry widow worth $80,000.
LeaRUB. Box 39. Oxford, Fla.
WIDOWER, 88, worth $50,000, will marry. W., Box
886, League, Denver. Colo.
WRITE lonely 11entleman, 45, worth. $50,000. V., Box
35, League, Toledo, Ohio.
WINTER IN FLORIDA, wrlte charming widow wortll
$80,000. Box 39, Oxford. Fla.
YOUNG AND PRETTY GIRL. worth SSS.000, will
marry. Box 1022, \Vlchlta, KansAs.
YOUNG LADY. worth i;o,OOO, pretty, will marry.
Club, 1-Box 150. Cimarron. Kansas.

SONGWRITERS
WRIT-E THE WORDS FOR A SONG-We compasemuslo,,

Submit your poems to us at once. New York Melod1
Corooratlon, 405 F. Roman Bide., New York.
POEMS WANTED-Sell your song-verses for cash.. Submit Mss. at once or write New Er& Music Co. • ltO,,
St. Louls, Mo.

TOBACCO HABIT
Stamp

TO BACCO or SnuJr H&blt cured or no pay. -$1.00 It
cured. Retmldy eent oo trial Superba Co., PCl ,
Baltimore. Md.

MISCELLANEOUS
ELECTRIC TATTOOING OUTFITS, $5.00, $10.00 ID•
structlon free.
Learn a protltable, fascinating profession travellne world wldo. Prof. MU!er. 528 Main,

GOITRE Pa~:ibon
1 have an honest, proven remedy for
•oltre (big neo1<). It obeol<s tbe

growth at once, reduces tbe enl,.rgement, stops pain and dtstrees and relleves lna Uttle whlle. Poywhen w.U.
Tellyourrt1endsabouttbl1, Wdte
meatonoe. DR. ROCK.
Jlllpt. 9i lox 737, llllwaukot, Wls.1'.J,;,,Jl<~-'.JI

GEESE AS
FIELD HANDS
Geese as cotton
field
bands
sounds
unique,
but Roy Godsey,
fimd man of the
Missouri
Stat.e
Board of Agriculture, tells how
they come in haridy. HP says:
"It is a common
saying
among the <!otton
growers that you
can tell the number of acres a
farmer will have
in cotton the next
year by the number
of
geese
around his door
in the winter.
"As soon as the
cotton is planted
and the grass
starts the geese
are turned into
the field and kept
there until the
cotton p 1 ant s
shade the ground.
To raise good cotton it is necessary to keep the
grass down and
the gees~ will do
this.
"After the
plants have
grown to a size
that a goose cannot step over
them, the entire
flock is headed at
one
end
and
driven down the
middle. a goose to
a middle, and
they will stay on
their own row
eating the grass
until they reach
the end.
"One South
Missouri cotton
grower has farmed 2,500 acres in
cotton and used
as many as 6,000
geese to keep tha
fields clean of
grass. From one
to two geese an
acre will keep the
fields in good
shape :for a cot>ton crop."

... KANGAROO
BIRTH PUZZLE
SOLVED

PIMPLES

Your Sida Can Be QulcklJ' Cleared ot
Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on
A kangaroo at the face or body, Barbers Itch, E~ema,
birth
w e i g h s Enlarged Poree and Oily or Shiny Skin.
about eight or
Y.l'f\'JL~:!J~•R ,~~•Et1N.? 0 1g':1°f
nine grains, is a
cured m:,-self after beinw afllfcte1t6 yean.
trifle more than $1000 Caah ••Y• I can dear your • kin of the above bl•mlahff.
an inch long and E.S. GIVENS, 186 Chemical Bide., Kansas City, M_o.
not much th_icker $ - - - OLD MONEY WANTED - - - '
than an o:r:dmary
$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of old
lead pencil, ac- coius. K ee p ALL Old or odd money, It may
·ding
to
George
,
'>e
VERY va,uable. Send 10 cts. }or ILLCS·
Col
'l'RATED COIN VALUE BOOK, 4x6. Gel
F. Morse, J r.
Posted. We pay CASH.
How the baby CLARKE COIN CO., Ave. 13, LeRo:r., N. 'I'.
kangaroo
was
born was until recently a mystery
to zoologists, Mr.
Mo1·se said.
"One day I noticed that one of
ou r
kangaroos
was
acting
strangely, so I
got
the
head
keeper to put it
in · a
separate
room used for
the observation of
animals,"
Mr.
Morse declared.
"W-e w at c h e d
closely for a long
time and finally
were rewarded by
the appearance oi
a tiny thing not
more than an
inch long on the
tail of the mother kangaroo. It
was a baby.
"v\'e &ecured it
and
found
1t
Earn Big- Monev
·weighed
·nine
grains.about
It
'!'ravel. Write Dept. K,
was an inch and A.n•erican Detective System, 1968 Broa,hvay,
New l'.ork City
o n e - s i x teenth
Jong
and
not
broader than a
lead pencil.
lt
was a perfectly
formed kangaroo FAMOUS SIDE
with the excep- SWING
tion of the hind
P.
legs, the matured
1924model,bluesteel,
kangaroo's powa - shot fam&zs Fro_ntter
NEW
erful
propeller.
~":~nf_h,~~ t~j:Jej~~
ported from Spain, th~ equ•! of
These developed
ony $35 model, and epec1ally pnced
later as the baby
f
time to add new customers.
.'.'Jwlimited
PRICE SPl;:CIALin32,32-20,
animal grew. The
r sa cal.,our No.35A • • • • 5 12 •65 ·
o EXTRA SPECIAL our No. 260A latest 1!!2'
front legs, howof blue steel. Each rcvoh·er bas passed strict
ever, were per- model
Goverument test. 32 .. cal.-6-ahot • $14.95
32-20 or 38 cal.-6-ahot $15,45
£ e ct I y formed
and were used by
20-SHOT "PANTHER"
the baby to climb RAPID FIRE AUTOMATIC
back
into the
IMITED quantity of brand now, 32 cal. $845
mother's pouch, L "Panthct'!4.'' l0ehotswithextramaga•
zine
mak ing 20 ii38!!~~n~h:::nd~:::rA:~:i~nn cartridge.
where it remains p~~o-;:J'~~A~
ON DELIVERY plus postage.
for a period cf
Money b:lck promptly If not -tfsfied.
·.-.nNSUMERS CO•• Dept. BlP 1ZG5 Broadway, N.V.
seven months."

FREE

Special OveratockSale ot brand new, latest
model famous 0 Secret Service" Top-Break
.
Revolvers of fin est ~n steel, handsomely finished.
32 Cal. 5 Shot
$7,4S
38 Cal. 5 Shot
•
•
•
•
$7.95
Both gans • hoot any standard American cartridp.

::c1';,~:J.:4t~:1?:o::~~,:~.ptg:r,.t;.~~ IMoney
Paramount Trading Co., Dept, K2W ,34 W.28th St., N.Y.

FORD RUNS 57 MILES ON
GALLON OF GASOLINE

A new automatic and self-regulating
device has been invented by John A.
Stransky, 2100 Fourth St., Pukwana-,
South Dakota, with which automobiles
have made from 40 to 67 miles on a.
gallon of gasoline. It removes all carbon and prevents spark plug trouble
and overheating. It can be installed by
any one in five minutes. Mr. Stranskyi
wants agents and is willing to send a
sample at his o,yn risk. Write him today.-Adv.

DETECTIVES

FRONTIER SPECIALG

Bie-, Handsome, Dressed, Sleepins
Doll sent prepaid for selllnir ONLY
SIX PACKETS new Biirhly Perfumed Sachet Powder AT lOc.
Thia is a Special Offer to Introduce
our sachet.
•
We also g ive Mama Dolla, Walkinir
Dolla, and premiums for boys,

Lane Mfg. Co. Dept.371
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

~~r!:!·

ASTHMA

TKUT.UT m•ll•d oa
l 'KBE TRUL. U it. carH,
aendl~lfnot, lt'••~UE •
Writ. tor
tre11.tm•nt

vnr

s't4~ta~iAYe~l=~~I:

Comics, Cartoon•, Commercial, Newa,apu
and Magazine Tllustratlng, Pastel Cra,vo~
Portr11lts and Fashions. By Mall er Loea
Classes. Ensy 111e1 hud . Write for term• an
List of sue<'essful it uriPn ts.
A880CIATEn ART IITUDI08
A-H :naUron Hulldlnl', Vew Ie.rll

,.

'I}

j

\ ...

WILD Wf:ST WEEKLY
- - LATEST ISSUES - 1CY72 Young Wild West and the Border Crooks; or, Arl-

1073

10715
1CY76

1077
1CY78
1CY79
1080

1081
1082

1083
1084
JOM
1086

etta and the Smuggler Queen.
" Fighting the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
of Cattle.
" and the Silent Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
the Settlement.
" Staking a Tenderfoot; or, Arletta and the Griz•
zly Bear.
" Roping tl>e "Gl1ost Dancers"; or, Spo111ng nn
Indian Outbreak.
" Capturing a Claim: or, Arletta nnd the Gold
Pocket.
" anrl the Deadwood Deadshot; or, The Man Who
WRS Hard to Beat.
" RPRculni:- a Rnncbman; or, Arletta and the
Renegade Cowl1oys.
" Betrayed by a Greaser; or, S.ealed In nn Aztec
Tomb.
" Fli:-h t at the Forks; or, Arletta end the Lost
Emigrant Train.
" and the Desperado; or, The Masked Men of the
Mountain.
" we~ton Welcome: or, Arletta's Birthday Gift.
" I!.apld-Flre Fli:-l1t: or. Holding a Cave o! Gold.
" nt a Cowboy "Shindig"; or, Arletta Calling a
Blull'.

nn<l Senor Santo: or, The Brigands of the
Border.
1088 " Calling tl1e Cavalry: or, Arletta'R 'l'brill!ng Ride.
1089 " RP11dy Rifle: or. Tbe Bullet That Found a
Mark.
1090 " Rood Agent Round-Up; or, Arletta Cnrr)•lng
the Mall.
1091 " nnd the Red Ranchero; or. Tbe Plot to Burn
·
a Settlement.
1002 " On R Puz¼llni:- Trail: or, Arlett>t's Nugi:-Pt Clue.
1093 ·• Fight In the Sagebrush; or, The Ri chest Spot
In Nevada.
JOO-! " and Little Moccasin: or, Arlettn'R Pnwnee Peril.
l(Y.)5 " Stopping n "Shoot-Up"; or, The Grudge That
Neper WnR Paid.
1096 " On the Frontier; or, Arletta nnd the Mexican
Outl•we.
1097 " anrl "Three-Fingered Tom"; or, The Toughest
MRn In Ce.mp.
1098 " Rlrhest Pnnout; or, A'rletta end the Hidden
Cave.
1099 " nncl the Ropers: or, A J'inlsh Fight On the
,
Rani:e.
1100 " Trall!nir tbe Express Thieves; or, Arletta s
Golden Reward.
1101 " Trimming the Toughs; or, Making Music for
n Dance.
1102 ·" Bandit Shake-Up; or, Arletta's Daring -Deception.
1103 " IlP<l Hot Fight: or, The Hldnlgo's Hidden
Haunt.
1104 " T,nrlnt Swing; or, Arletta nnd The Broken
Bridge.
1105 " anrl the Red Skin Road Agents; or, Trouble
A't the Douhle Six Ranch.
1106 " Shooting for His Life; or, Arlettn's Able Assistance.
1107 " nn<l "lR-Carat Dnn"; or, '.J;he Dandy Bad Man of
Gilt FMJ?e.
1108 " Defying HIR Enf'miios ;' or, Arletta nnd the
Death Cave.
For ••le by all 11ewwdealer•, or wtH Ito ••t to anf
ad•reo •• rl!Cefpt of •rice, 'Jo p..- COIIJ', In moaer or
1>01taa-o • tamp•. l,y
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HARltT 11. WOLFF, Pnbll•lter, Inc.,
New York Olhr
ltle Wut Utt l!!b-eet,

SCENARIOS

~

I

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price 35 Cent • Per Copy

This book contains all the most recent changes In
the method of construction and submission of see•
narlos. Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Book•
stores. If you cannot procure a copy, send us the
price, 35 cents, In money or postage stamps, and w•
will mall you one, postnire free. Address
L. iENARENS, U9 Sennth An., New York, N. Y

OUR TEN-CE~T ; HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject. ··
No. 56.

HOW TO BEOME AN ENGINEER. -

Con•

talulng full Instructions bow to become a locomotive
engineer; also directions for building a model loco mo•
tlve: togefher with a full description of everything an
enJ?lneer should know.
No. 68. now TO BE A DETECTIVE. - By Old King
Brady, the well-known detective. In which be lays down
some valuable rules for beginners, and also relates some
ndveutures of well-known detectives.
No. 60. now TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER. Containing useful Information regarding the Camera and
bow to work it; ttlso bow to make Pl1otograpllic Magic
Lttntcrn Rlides and otl1er Transparencies. Handsome!:,
illnstrntcd.
No, 64.

HOW TO 111AKE ELECTRICAL l\lACnINES.

No. 71.

HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS -Con

n.

HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CAllo's

- Containing full directions for making electrical machines, induction coils, dynamos nnd many novel toys
to be worked by electricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. Fully
illustrated.
No. 65. l\lULDOON'S JOKES.-Tbc most original joke
book ever published, aud it la brimful of wit and humor.
_It contains n large collection of songs, jok~s. conundrums, etc., ot Terrence J\fnldoon, the great wit, humorist nnd practlcnl joker of the day.
No. 66. now TO DO PUZZLES. - Containing over
three hundred interesting puzzles and conundrums with
key , to same. A complete book. Fully Illustrated.'
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRlCKS.-Contalnlng a large collection of Instructive nud highly amusing electrical tricks, together with Illustrations. By A.
·
Anilerson.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEl\IICAL TRICKS,-Contni11 ,
Ing over one hundred hli,;hly amusing nna instructive
tricks wltb chemicals. By A. Anderson. HandsQlllely
Illustrated.
Con
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-UAND
taluing over fifty of the latest and best tricks u;.;d b;
magicians. Also containing the secret of second sight.
Fully illustrated.
No. 70. HOW TO l\lAKE 111AGIC TOYS. - Containing
directions tor making Magic Toys nnd devices of man:,
kinds. Fully illustrated.
lainlng complete lnstrurtlons for pnformlng ove~ slxt;
Mechanical Tricks. Fully Illustrated.
No.

-.Embracing_ all of the latest and most deceptive card
tricks, with illustrations.
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY
- Contninini:- 1uu instructions for writing letters on 81 :
most any snbJect; _also rules for punctuation nnd composttlou. with specimen letters.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY TH.E HAND
- Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of
lines of the h'l.nd, or the secret of palmistry Also the
secret of telling future events by aid of moies mark1,
'
scars, etc. Illnstrn ted
No. 77. now TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.
- Containing deceptive Card Tricks as performed by
leading conjurers and magicians. Arrdltiged for hom
e
.amusement. Fully lllu_strnted.
No. 80. GUS WILLIA)IS' JOKE BOOK. -Containla
the lntest jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of
es.
world-renowned German comedian. Sixty-four
handsome colored cover, containing n hnlt-ton1! I!:foto
of the author.
No. 82. HOW TO no l'AL:\JISTRY. - Containing the
most approved methods of rending the lines on the hand
together with n full explanation of their meaning Also
l'Xplnlnlng phrenology, and the key lo telllng character
by the humps on the bend. By Leo Hugo Koch A' c s.
' · ·
F 11lly Illustrated.
No. 88. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE. -Containing Vainable nnrl Instructive information regarding the selence
of hypn.otlsm. Also e~lalnlng the most approved methods which ore employed by the lending hypnotists ot .
the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S.
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For aale by all newodcalers, or 'lt&ll be aeat to a ,
addreH on receipt of prlce, l0o, Per co•r•
In money or stamp•, b:r

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New York CU.
166 West 23d Street.

